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Abstract
The resurgence of the new “originalism” among conservative American law professors is
an intellectual movement that fundamentally misunderstands philosophy of language and law.
The central problem is that most constitutional words are what Wittgenstein called “family
resemblance ideas.” This means that they consist only of a cluster of ideas that can be carried
forth or implemented in numerous ways and formats. For example, what “cruel punishment”
means linguistically are those choices, X, selected from an array of options, any combination of
which bears a family resemblance to each other, had they been X. When generations make these
choices to assemble their cruel-punishment “products,” they are making “protocol choices.” The
central mistake of the new originalism is that it equates the protocol choices made by the framing
generation with the meaning of the words in the constitution that necessitated the protocol
election in the first place. This is a language fallacy. The meaning of language is always its use
within the language culture, not the election of its cluster protocol. Hence, all that the framing
generation ever gives us by way of their specific policy choices are illustrations of constitutional
ideas. They do not give us the meaning of those words. Therefore, any generation that
implements a legal rule containing a family-resemblance idea can only provide subsequent
generations with suggestive guidance on how to carry out the rule. The new generation is always
free to construct its own family protocol, so long as what it chooses belongs linguistically to the
word’s family-resemblance. What this means is that more than one culture across time can
follow the same law differently, with each being obedient to its “original meaning.” Also, unless
law specifically says so, it never enacts any generation’s cultural protocol. This is because the
purpose of law is to regulate culture, not to sanctify it. Hence, culture is free to evolve and create
new protocol that does not violate the grammar of the constitution.
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Preface1
It is difficult for a Wittgensteinian to do any sort of research in the academy. Anything you set
forth seems to fail its own test. I think that much of what Wittgenstein’s curse is upon those who can
receive it, is that virtually nothing in liberal arts – especially philosophy, political science or law – really
is anything other than trying to reach a higher level of refinement in the understanding of its subject.
What I have said here is that all three are a form of art appreciation more than anything else. There are no
real discoveries to be made in these pursuits like in other sciences; there is only the life’s labor of seeing it
from a deep vantage point. Philosophy and history probably provide the greatest vehicles for one to reach
this vantage point, but they, themselves, are not worth doing – they are only worth applying (or raiding).
And so, like a shark that is said to only move forward, Wittgensteinians occupy the academy here and
there, hunting only for context and perspective -- and quite often, only showing others their challenges in
this respect. One of Ludwig’s most profound realizations about himself was that:
“I think there is some truth in my idea that I really only think reproductively. I don’t think I’ve
ever invented a line of thinking. I have always taken one over from someone else. I have simply
straightaway seized on it with enthusiasm for my work of clarification. … What I invent are
new similies.”2
This matter is only made worse when you are a Wittgensteinian in the field of political science.
Surrounded by the things that you are, it is only natural to think that what you should be producing are
works showing why politics isn’t a science and why the quantitative movement needs to learn more about
philosophy of science than it does. Political science is so peculiar today -- the club really doesn’t
understand itself anymore. So many of the graduate students are trained, really, in nothing. There is no
significant history or philosophy given to them – they just read these club “studies” as though they are
learning a sort of medicine or something. So many do not even understand that Machiavelli is only a
perspective. Or that borrowing game-theory assumptions for the explicit purpose of constructing
mathematical models that “paint” a Machiavellian framework is not “science.” Really, it is a kind of
strange mixture of dogma and art – one that I had hoped graduate students would someday be liberated
from.
So anyway, one of the things that began to irritate me lately was this “originalism revival” that
began a few years ago by conservative American law professors. When I had first encountered it, I
figured one needn’t be too concerned with the movement beyond its surface. This is because, after all, it
is only natural that this generation of conservatives would attempt to reinvigorate a prior-era’s orthodoxy.
And this is especially so given the plethora of liberal professors who go about the academy offering their
“living constitutionalism” – not so much as an “orthodoxy” per se, but as an excuse not to have one.
These are largely the same folks, I think, who like using the idea of “constitutionalism” to mean
something more Europen than it properly means to Americans. So, the way I had it scored, the
originalism resurgence in legal culture was really just part-and-parcel of the more general pie-throwing
contests one normally sees among forces who rationalize certain political objectives for the Court . Amid
this, I thought, one would be better inclined to work on more pressing concerns -- or perhaps, just
watching the Steelers and reading more Wittgenstein.
But then, it happens. As this originalism thing becomes louder and louder, you see these very
strange claims and arguments being circulated – many of which seem to exhibit extremely poor
philosophical positions about language and law. What is happening in segments of American legal culture
today – and probably, in segments of the culture at large – is an urge not only to lionize American history
1

It is my custom now to write a small preface before every manuscript I write. I do this because when a scholar
offers frank remarks as to why he or she has written something, these remarks often do a better job at explaining
certain things about the manuscript itself than the body of work can. Motivation is very much part of what
scholarship is – but that is not a criticism of scholarship, it’s more about understanding the art of meaning.
2
Ray Monk, “Ludwig Wittgenstein, The Duty of Genius,” Penguin Books (1990), pp 316-317.
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at the founding period, but to transform this idolatry into a prescriptive program for what the American
constitution “really means.” Hence, you see all of this talk about “the lost constitution,” “the real
meaning,” “the original meaning” and all of this other misdirected political enthusiasm. It is encountering
these sorts of claims, therefore, that made me take this manuscript up as a project.
So around end of last November (2008), I decided I would inject myself into this discussion. The
major impetus was an exchange that I had with Larry Solum on Eugene Volokh’s list, Conlawprof,3
regarding a rather thorough (and indeed Biblical) work that Professor Solum had authored about the new
originalism.4 In that exchange, I had found it curious what the “new originalism” appeared to be saying
about both language and law. What I had found particularly interesting, however, was how my
explanation for why neo-originalism was fundamentally flawed had helped clarify some thoughts on
language-philosophy that I had been working on for several years (and that may finally are ready to
harvest). And so, as I began writing this work, I began to find great clarity in my language manuscript. I
became somewhat excited about both projects that I now see either two separate projects emerging – one
on language, the other jurisprudence – or perhaps one larger book about both. In any event, what I am
saying is that I hope to incorporate the two-and-half chapters I have written here into some future work.
Lastly, I want to thank Larry Solum for being the impetus of this effort. I’ve always held a great
degree of respect for any academic who brings philosophy into fields other than its own. 5 And though I
still believe that law professors as a “field” surely need much more real philosophy than I ever saw when
I was around law professors, I still think that political science is the worst in this respect. I yearn for the
day that it learns to bring historically and philosophically-minded people into its squadron as much as it
does mathematics. For every methodologist in a political science department there should be at least three
good “contextualists.” I wonder, these days, if the elites in the social club understand that they are training
graduate students to be as intellectually uninteresting as possible. Go talk to a young political scientist
today about Wittgenstein and compare the answers you get to law professors. One gets an F, the other a
D.
Format
I have for a couple of years now been unhappy with the form of scholarship that I encounter in
academia. This started when I began reading the things I would see various “judicial-politics scholars”
say in their lit reviews about their own club history. The claims were not really factual and were
principally there, it seemed, to glorify club elites.6 And I also began to detest the way that political
science made assertions. The articles often have a magazine flavor in what they say (only instead of
Glamour models, they give you mathematical models). They also falsely pretend to be building on one
another, as though the field were a kind of medicine or something. The only other thing that I think might
be close to being worse is what the law professors do. They seem to think that they appear more
intellectual if they collect boatloads of other people’s assertions and repeat them with a truckload of
footnotes. Yet, if you strip away the footnotes of most law-professor work and are left with just the
original portion of the articles, you very frequently have nothing but journalism (reporting news), belowaverage philosophy or political opinions. I think that’s why they collect all of the cites, because, without
them, it wouldn’t really be “scholarship.” But like I say, replacing all of that with a magazine called
“Machiavelli With Math” doesn’t really make for a better piece of intellectualism, anyway. And so
3

Eugene’s list, I think, is the best I’ve seen on the internet. Information about it can be found here:
http://lists.ucla.edu/cgi-bin/mailman/listinfo/conlawprof
4
Illinois Public Law and Legal Theory Research paper Series No. 07-24. Can be accessed here:
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1120244
5
Professor Solum’s blog: http://lsolum.typepad.com/legaltheory/
6
In fact, they teach graduate students to compose the lit reviews this way, really. One of the things the “peer
review” process does, in fact, is make sure the club wisdom is properly said to have come from church elders. (As
though the “scientists” were out there trying to solve something).
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Wittgensteinians like myself sort of wonder the way we should contribute to the academy when we are so
against offering either journalism, catalogues, magazines, or opinions as “scholarship.”7
It is for this reason, then, that I have offered these two-and-half chapters in what I call “modified
Wittgensteinian-II” format.8 Last year, I wrote a manuscript that tried to write in a Wittgensteinianinspired format.9 It was probably a disaster. Though I still today find the remarks in that paper much
more considerate than many “ideology studies” I have ever seen from my field, the political scientists
who I wrote the paper for didn’t understand the foggiest thing about it at the Midwest last year. I also
learned something interesting from that experience: clarifying your own thoughts is not enough. When
you have clarity, you need to re-write it. But with good philosophy, you really can’t re-write it in an
ordinary-sounding way, because it tends to challenge and breach our language -- a sign that the thoughts
are not ordinary to begin with. And also, when you re-write it, you find that it gets so hard for you to
communicate to all the others what is going on in your head. (Wittgenstein wrote about this all of the
time). And what ends up happening is that you commit one of the sins you originally wanted to avoid
(e.g., sounding like a journalist). Or you get so frustrated with having to have everything so nailed down
that the “new ideas” can be served to others like some sort of condensed factory presentation. The bottom
line: it just can’t be done. Thought is what thought does, and very often original thought cannot fit well
into a container.
And so, the format of this writing borrows from Wittgenstein, but modifies it somewhat.
Paragraphs that make new points or maneuvers are numbered, but paragraphs that add or elucidate only to
the prior one are lettered. I found this to be helpful when I was both reading and writing it (but I like
reading Wittgenstein, so my view may be skewed in this respect). I also put little headings in front of
paragraphs that “go down an alley,” so to speak. I’ve always thought it would have been so handy if
Ludwig had done that.10 And also, I have added a summary of my argument which is purely in the form
of an exposition so that people who have difficulty with philosophy and need that sort of thing can have
it. Readers should note that some paragraphs – particularly in the language chapter – are “normalsounding,” in that they simply describe information (like an encyclopedia would). But others – particular
in the originalism section – are pure thought investigations. I suppose it is still a bit much to ask ordinary
political scientists or law professors to read philosophy these days, since people so often want a
journalistic format (news, or condensed exposition). But I continue to be idealistic about both thought and
the academy. The only thing that makes us legitimate is how we think, not what we know. Philosophy,
political science, and contemplating law11 are not trades. We are only as good as how we conceive things.
There is no difference between politics, law and philosophy – all are, essentially, the reaching of a
cognitive state of refinement. We must, therefore, resist having club products that only tell us 95% of
what was already said, while adding 5% of something not worth saying.
As always, regards.
7

I should note once again that the true place for opinions in scholarship is right here. It is the preface where all of
the demons should be spilt. For this is all of the stuff that is “behind it all.” If every scholar gave frank remarks of
why there are motivated to behave upon their thoughts, so much of the thoughts would be better understood.
8
Wittgensteinian I would be more like the Tractatus, the idea being to logically arrange premises. Wittgenstein-II
would be more like, well, pretty much everything else he did -- which was to arrange examples and thought
experiments around a particular inquiry, chasing a path here, a path there.
9
See: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1113914
10
I also changed the typeface for the remarks that I consider “philosophy” as opposed to exposition. I picked the
Baskerville Old Face because it looked like something close to what I think I see in several of Wittgenstein’s works.
But when writing the preface and summaries, I used the Times New Roman.
11
I had to put the qualifier “studying” here because, when I re-read it, I realized that practicing law most surely is a
trade. But I would not say that of the judges. (At least not the good ones). What is the difference between a good
judge, a good philosopher and a good political scientist in terms of what their brains do on the job? It seems to me
the answer should be not very much. (The political scientist is the one who’s lost).
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Introduction

1.
What does it mean to say “the Constitution should be interpreted according to its original
meaning?”

Old-School Originalism
2.
Traditionally, the answer was what I shall call “Old School Originalism” (OSO). OSO held
that that the true meaning of the Constitution was the collective intention of its “framers.” The idea
here is that what the framers beheld in their psychology provided all of the answers to what was the
“real law.” So, therefore, whenever one wanted to understand the Constitution properly, one
would simply look (in theory) to “framer intentions” to solve all of the question. Example: if the
framers would not have approved of abortion policy – or if they clearly did not intend for that to
be allowed – then this fact alone would be the decisive thing that should tell us what the Due
process Clause and Ninth Amendment mean with respect to abortion rights.12
3.
The criticisms of OSO were twofold. The first objection concerned factual matters; the
second concerned logical ones. The factual objections included the following: Who were the
framers? Do committee drafters have preference over committee approvers? Do committees have
preference over the whole convention body? Do ratifiers count? Do the intentions of the public
that selected the ratifying delegates count? And what if the intentions of these publics are confused,
diverse, opposed, uncertain or unaware about significant policy controversies even within their own
generation, let alone ours? Should one still search for this amorphous and conflicting state of
minds?
The logical objection centered around what “law” as a social program actually entailed. The
idea was that “the law” was not, and never was, the intentions of its draftsmen or approvers – it was
only the textual sentences passed in the democratic ritual (the sentences that have a majority of
“ayes”). This objection is called textualism. It says that law is only the “cold, naked words,” so to
speak13 Note that this maneuver does not resolve the question of what to do when the words are
12

There are more complicated and nuanced forms of this argument. One could make this argument “extreme” and
say that “framer intentions” can be so strong as to overrule the text of the Constitution. This would make the
Constitution sort of like a Biblical text. The idea being that one must discover the mind of the lawgiver in order to be
obedient. But softer versions of this argument simply would use it as a device to fill in the gaps where Constitutional
sentences are vague or especially indeterminate.
13
The justice who popularized this theory of law was conservative Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia, who once
said Judges must not “psychoanalyze the law.” This is because the law is not what lawmakers intended to write, it is
only what is written. Of course, he said this with respect to statutes. His goal was to free judges from reading
“legislative intent” documents like committee reports and speeches, which are often politicized for the very reason
that lawmakers knew judges would be reading them. If textualism is to be a piece of philosophy, however, it still
stands upon its own making. That is, one could be a textualist for constitutional law on very much the same grounds
that one would be for statutes (if one found those arguments convincing).
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uncertain, which is why textualists spawn a variety of supplementary schools of jurisprudence.14

Neo-Originalism
4.
Recently, a new group of conservative law professors have put forth the idea that OSO
could be repaired into a new idea. This new school of thought I shall call Neo-Originalism. It
makes two basic maneuvers. First, it concedes the idea that law is principally and fundamentally its
text. But it says that what the text means is a function of linguistic history or anthropology. In other
words, it puts forth the idea that what certain phrases and expression in the Constitution mean are
what the framing culture would say they mean if you handed them the document. This is
sometimes called “public meaning originalism.”
There are two points that need to be made about this maneuver. First, note that it changes
two units of analysis. Instead of purporting to find a discreet body of “framers” – whether in
committee, the convention of the whole, or wherever – it purports to find culture. Also, instead of
purporting to find an intention of a political body or institution, it purports to find something in the
neighborhood of linguistics or semantics. (At least, it thinks so).

Larry Solum
5.
Although there have been many examples of neo-originalism in the conservative law
professor community, an important development in this regard comes from Larry Solum, a
philosophically-oriented legal scholar. In a rather detailed and substantive working paper that
Professor Solum placed upon the Social Science Research Network,15 he suggests that neooriginalism be understood as a “semantic theory of law.” Of particular note are various assertions
such as:
(a) At the time of its enactment, the Constitution had a “fixed meaning” (which he calls the
“fixation thesis”)16
(b) The proper name for what had previously been called “public meaning originalism” by
law professors should now be called semantic origninalism.
(c) That the Supreme Court does not have a right to violate the semantic content of the
Constitution.17

14

One school might be called “canonical textualism.” This views says that justices can deploy rules of reading
whenever their eyes encounter types or forms of vagueness in legal expressions. Cannons such as “the specific
controls the general” or “plain meaning” or “the inclusion of one implies the exclusion of another,” etc., are
examples that one might build into a formalist kind of jurisprudence that is housed in a textual universe. Another
school that is opposed to canonical textualism might offer something we might call “large-point” constructivism.
This school begins with the idea that text is primary, but says that the role of the judge is to read texts so that they
are obedient to, and make sense out of, large ideas or principles flowing throughout the whole body of text. Largepoint constructivists might include the Griswold decision regarding privacy and some of the positions advocated by
Ronald Dworkin.
15
Illinois Public Law and Legal Theory Research paper Series No. 07-24
16
He writes, “… the fixation thesis is the claim that semantic content of the Constitution (the linguistic meaning of
the Constitution) is fixed at the time of adoption. … Almost all originalists agree, explicitly or implicitly, that the
meaning (or “semantic content”) of a given constitutional provision was fixed at the time the provision was framed
and ratified.” (p.3).
17
He states, however, that this may be a matter of degree. Hard-core semantic originalists might take this position,
but moderate believers would say they don’t have a general right to violate the semantic content. They can only do
so in exceptional circumstances.
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My Contentions
6.
I contend that that neo-originalism is substantially flawed both as a theory of language and
as a theory of jurisprudence. In the remarks that follow, I demonstrate this. A summary of my
entire critique is as follows:
Summary:
When people refer to the “original meaning of the American Constitution,” they can only be
referring to one of two things: (a) the meaning of the Constitution’s language; or (b) the protocol adopted
by the generation that enshrined it. There is great confusion in the law professor community regarding
this distinction. In fact, the failure to understand this distinction is what causes many law professors to
believe that protocol and meaning are the same thing.
Because of the way that language works and the way that most constitutional sentences are
framed, one cannot understand the language of the Constitution without first understanding Ludwig
Wittgenstein’s remarks about family-resemblance concepts. Most, if not all, of the concepts in the
American Constitution – like many ordinary sentences – are ideas that refer to family-resemblance
clusters. Words like “cruel” or “reasonable search” function in the brain the same as words like “chair.”
What is critical about the cognition of these words is they never dictate which cluster member(s) that
brains must refer to at any particular time when the words are played in the language game. Rather the
language culture gives the individual receiving the word that power. That is the way these words “play” in
their anthropology. Therefore, if an individual using a cluster-word wants to regiment or control the
details of another’s brain, he or she has to use a form more complicated sentences that make use of rigid
nomenclature, ostensification (pointing), names or tautological jargon.18 Otherwise, the speaker leaves his
or her exact thing to be “guessed” or determined by the listener. Human brains, of course, are especially
good at facilitating each other’s assumptions when playing the language game.19 But this activity become
more complicated when humans pass language to one another in the form of “law” – and especially
constitutional law. Not only are the kinds of words that could regiment another’s brain not commonly
found in constitutions, but the game of “guess the intention” becomes supplanted for “guess the
meaning.”20 It is here where proponents of neo-originalism have largely misunderstood language
philosophy (as well as jurisprudence).
Importantly, whenever a sentence requires an individual to comply with its terms, and whenever
that sentence uses family-resemblance words, the person has no alternative but to elect a state of
compliance. Those choices are, by definition, a construction, because the sentence utilizes a family
resemblance. I call the various choices that a person can elect to be compliant with a family-resemblance
rule, “protocol.” The biggest mistake that neo-originalists make is that they confuse the protocol election
of the first generation that enshrines a law with the meaning of the law itself. In fact, the equating of the
two is a language fallacy. The meaning of the law is always the meaning of its use in the language
culture; it is not any discreet protocol election. In short, neo-originalists think that constitutional words
are themselves “pictures” of what founding generations do with protocol selection – something that good
Wittgensteians will surely remind you is not the case.

18

Although I am by no means a disciple of Saul Kripke, one should generally consult his work on rigid designation
to get an idea of how language can be used to “pin down” something particular. Someday, I do want to address
Kripke, because there are issues he raises that I think need a little more Wittgensteinian polish to get them exactly
right. Kripke’s seminal work is Naming and Necessity, Harvard University Press (1972)
19
See. e.g., Steven Pinker, The Language Instinct, Perennial (1994).
20
I don’t really mean to imply that in ordinary language use, listeners guess intentions over meaning. Very often,
they facilitate both at the same time. But I think a more considerate analysis of ordinary communication is such that
meaning is the ultimate issue all the time, with intentions only being granted here or there, when they are rogue,
under power of courtesy. What I mean to say here is that meaning is always king, and intention is simply respectful.
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What this means is that when a framing generation makes a protocol election, all that it does is
give subsequent generations an example or illustration of how to follow a constitutional idea. All that it
does is say to the future, “Here’s the way I do it.” The subsequent generation is then free to either follow
practices of their grandfathers or forebears, or to select alternative protocol that is also obedient to the
family-resemblance. In short, they are free to say, “Well, I elected to do it this other way.” So long as the
subsequent generation constructs protocol that is obedient to the family resemblance idea, then it, too, is
compliant with what language (and therefore law) requires. What this means is that different generations
with different culture – say, agrarian versus industrial – can each follow the law differently, yet both be
obedient to its “original meaning.” And that is exactly the point: there really is no such thing as “the
original meaning” -- there is only the meaning of the language in the culture (period), and the various
protocol elections that could satisfy the family resemblance.
Importantly, neo-originalism doesn’t understand how language meaning and generational
protocol interact over time. When a generation makes a protocol election, it does not see that choice as
being merely an instantiation of the law, because the choice occurs from within culture. It is only when
culture changes that one sees that other instantiations are legally possible, because they are also
linguistically possible. For example, American culture in 1787 surely agreed that hanging was not “cruel
or unusual punishment.” But what it most likely did not see was that this protocol selection was as a mere
cultural prerogative – instead, it saw it as “the law” (itself). But linguistically, if someone from the future
could speak to someone from 1787 and tell them how it is that hanging is considered cruel and unusual
today, the two could perfectly understand each other from the standpoint of what “cruel and unusual” says
in the language culture. In other words, there would not be “foreign language problem” – each could
understand the cognition of “cruel and unusual.” They might disagree with one another about their
judgments, but they would not misunderstand the words. I call this the “telephone test.” And what it says
is that different generations who live in different cultural periods of development can both comply with
the linguistic meaning of the Constitution differently, so long as each can still understand one another’s
words.
And what this also says is that law never truly enacts a generation’s protocol election unless the
language of law specifically codifies it (using rigid designation or cluster-policing nomenclature). There
is, of course, good reason for this: the purpose of law is only to regulate culture, not sanctify it. Were it
otherwise, “law” would begin to look too much like religion. (There also would be no need to formally
articulate law if cultural protocol and stagnation were the true object of preservation). And that really is
what all forms of originalism ultimately boil down to – a mistaken outlook premised upon a form of
cultural idolatry for the post-colonial period of American history. And so the point here is not only to
demonstrate the nonsense of this idolatry, but to show that the only thing the framing culture left for us by
way of “fundamental law” is a set of sentences that need only be complied with by following the rules of
the language game, not by being Amish.
Lastly, another serious problem that neo-originalism makes is that its proponents do not seem to
understand the difference between polysemy and a Wittgensteinian cluster. They seem to think that
because words can become polysemous over time (for us), that somehow this is of special significance to
their program. They are again wrong. The brain always has to search for sense of reference, and it matters
not the slightest that it does so both within and across time. Polysemy is a communicative problem home
to semantics, not “originalism.” Everyone is against encountering these sorts of confusions. Even
language itself does not tolerate it. It is therefore quite legitimate, for example, to use anthropology or
historicism to demonstrate that the term “domestic violence” in the American Constitution is not referring
to “beating your girlfriend” (should anyone actually come to read it that way). But this sort of problem is
rarely a true problem for constitutional interpretation, just as understanding what Plato meant by “forms”
(essences) is not something that keeps us from getting the idea. The true problem lies with family
resemblance words. And so all of this talk about “domestic violence” is a red herring that shows that
conservative law professors have some real issues lately with Wittgenstein, language, law and philosophy.
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Chapter 1:
Philosophy of Language

The Central Problem
7.
The central problem for this manuscript is what it means to say that one has violated “the
original meaning” of a constitution.
8.
The account I wish to present is as follows. Whether someone has violated any sentence –
in the constitution or otherwise -- is a function of whether we mean to say that one has violated its
language or whether we mean to say that one has violated some sort of common protocol held by
particular bearers of the sentence at a particular time. Very often, language itself allows for more
than one protocol to exist.
(a)
Because the idea of what it means to “violate language” may be unclear, I introduce a new
term that I hope is helpful: “codex.” (To understand this idea, one will have to bear with me for a
moment).21
Part I: Foundations

Language Codex
9.
Language works between human beings in a way that allows the brain to process “script
instructions.” Language itself is not the brain script, it is simply the instructions for it.22 The term
“brain script” in a simple sense means only the cognition of the language – the brain‟s
understanding of what sentences appear to be doing (logically, functionally, demonstratively,
performatively, etc.). Linguists have long recognized the incredible ability the brain has to extract
and process the meaning of language.23 And so if we accept that the function of language is to tell
21

One need not accept my terminology here; one only needs to see the point I am making. I have selected this
terminology because I am trying to disentangle confusion that exists with saying things like “the literal meaning” or
“the semantic meaning” or “syntactic meaning” or whatever. And so readers should take the language sets that I
offer here as instrumental. Whatever vehicle gets it done would be fine by me. One might even consider this a kind
of “painting.”
22
I have a project that I am working about which I am extremely excited. It is the most promising piece of work I
have every undertaken. It demonstrates that language is a kind of brain script. It is a philosophic work, not a work in
neurology or cognitive linguistics – although it is multidisciplinary in the ideas that it considers. I hope to have it
completed by the end of August. I have put in for my research quarter in the upcoming academic year to ensure that
it will be finalized and sent to a publisher by this time next year. In essence, one might consider the work “postWittgensteinian,” because it validates much of the central ideas of Wittgenstein, except that it equates “grammar”
with brain script rather than with something excessively sociological. In the work, I argue both sides of the coin: (a)
that this is consistent with what Wittgenstein really meant by “grammar;” and (b) if not, the scholarship works
within his territory to further his insights. My true beliefs, of course, are (a).
23
See, e.g., Steven Pinker, The Language Instinct.
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brains to perform certain tasks – to ostensify, calculate, name, sequence, distinguish, compare and
contrast, etc., etc. – it is not objectionable to view language as merely a medium for the execution
of those tasks. And so, because I characterize these brain tasks as a kind of “script,” I simply call
the instructions for the script, “codex.” Language is a sort of codex (or instructions) for brains to
process scripts (the mental tasks that language involve). Below is a table that summarizes the
vocabulary:
Speaker

Medium

Listener

Intended Brain Scripts

Codex

Processed Brain Scripts

If one were to show a picture that is helpful of this vocabulary in action, it would look
something like this:24

What is interesting
about this picture is that
it seems to represent a
situation of what life
would be like if humans
could exchange brain
script without an
intermediary (without
language). Or perhaps it
indicates a situation of
an “ideal codex,” where
brains can language
perfectly (in that both
brains are “hooked up”
and “getting each other.”)

Protocol
10.
Because of the way language works, it sometimes requires people to select protocol to
carry out its instructions. Language frequently does this when it takes the form of law, rules,
directions, and so forth. Hence, “protocol” is nothing other than the physical implementation of
the sentence – the behavior one undertakes to comply with what a sentence has been processed to
24

My sincerest apologies to Joan M. Mas for copying this work from Google images. Her book of illustrations,
called 100 Heads, can be purchased here: http://www.lulu.com/content/6265842. A video preview can be found at
YouTube here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVRj2k2HI0w . (I suppose I should also apologize for changing
the background color. It originally had a dark background).
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“say.” In a manner of speaking, the protocol is the body‟s behavior toward the sentence; the script
is the brain‟s behavior about its meaning. (The codex is what instructs the selection of script). The
following table illustrates the sequence:
Speaker

Intention 

Medium

Codex

Listener

 Script

Behavior

 Protocol

(a) Consider these sentences:
“Don‟t use cruel punishments”
“Don‟t use punishments judged cruel by the historical penal culture in 1787”
“Hanging and branding are not allowed after 1860.”
“Do not punish disproportionately to the total harm cause by the crime”
“Don‟t punish excessively in relation to the past”
(b)
Although each sentence says something about a related subject matter, each is importantly
different. What each purports to say to the brains of others is a matter for codex. How that codex
becomes scripted and transformed into behavior is a matter for protocol. Some of the sentences
seem have nomenclature (codex) that limits the variety of things that might encompass them (fewer
script options). We might say these sentences are more rigid or directive (or determinate). Others,
however, have larger possibilities, both for what we can say they “say,” and for the protocol options
that accompany.

Codex Obedience
11.
What criteria do we use to say that a brain is obedient to the instructions language gives it?
My answer is that brains are obedient to language whenever they comply not necessarily with the
intentions of the speaker, but with the cognitive and learned behavior25 of brains within their
language culture. That is, whatever scripts a well-behaved brain in a language culture learns to
process from codex is what the codex consists of -- because codex is solely an anthropological
phenomenon, while scripts are a cognitive one. Hence, anthropology is what governs what
language “says.” (This is a terribly critical maneuver).
(a)
All that is said here is that one is obedient to language whenever one processes it the way
the culture does.26 If the anthropology of the language culture allows it, it counts.27

25

One has to be careful of the word “behavior” here. I’ve used it twice to indicate something about what brains do
with “scripts” and what bodies are allowed to do under “protocol.” The term “behavior” is archetypical when it
refers in an ordinary sense to what choices humans make in their daily lives (e.g., to run and play and so forth). But
it has another sense when refers to the way organisms or subsystems of the human agency “behave.” Here the sense
is more clinical or cold.
26
Being in conformity with culture does not mean “officially sanctioned” by some formal body, like an esteemed
dictionary or encyclopedia. Language is never a policeman with a book of rules. Instead, the idea is simply about
what the culture is doing. Of course, it is true that what culture does is up to what people within it do, because
“culture” is the most behaviorist-oriented idea one can have. But still, how and in what degree one does something is
still a matter of concern. So, one may do something ordinarily done (“the mainstream culture”), something locally
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(b)
This means that language may have the kind of meaning that allows brains to use different
scripts to process it, where this variety is in common use in the culture. Or, it may not. It depends
upon what the expression is.
Part II: Philosophy

Type-1 and Type-2 Problems
12.
Given all of this, there is a very interesting conundrum that arises in language philosophy.
What it concerns are two situations where language appears to frustrate its users.
(a)
Example. Imagine that someone says in ordinary parlance “bring me a chair.” If a person
brings a barstool while another brings a recliner and another a throne, all three have been “codexobedient.” The reason why the delivery of the throne, recliner, etc., is codex obedient when one
means chair as “the thing you sit on,” is because each of these items qualifies as a “chair” in
ordinary English language use. Any of them, that is, would be considered to be one. And it matters
not the least that the person expected or actually wanted a specific kind of chair, so long as what he
or she said was simply “chair.”
(b)
But let‟s imagine that, instead, someone brings a chair of an academic department (a live
person) – is this being obedient to language? Here the person does not even have the right sense of
reference. He or she did not retrieve a seating item, but rather a manager or an executive sort of
thing.
(c)
Let us refer to each of these problems with the following vocabulary. Type-1 problems are
those where the speaker gets a barstool when he or she wanted a recliner. These might also be
called “membership problems.” Type-2 is where a person gets a chair of a department when he or
she wants a seating item. This might also be called “the polysemy problem.” Below is a summary:
Problem Type

Symptom

Given Name

Type-I

Person asks for a “chair”
and receives a throne or a
living-room beanbag.

Membership Problem

Type-II

Person asks for a “chair” in
the sense of a seating item
and receives a chair of an
academic department.

Cluster Problem
Polysemy
“Sense of Reference”

done (“the sub-culture”) or even something peculiar (deviant or idiosyncratic). And so when I speak of something
being present in language culture, I mean that within the culture it has the grade or status that it does. It might be
something ordinary, local or peculiar (as the case may be). Note that this is what culture ultimately is – a frame of
reference for it itself. Culture is only useful as a mirror. So when I say that something is present in the culture,
anthropologically, I mean only to say “this is what it is ” (big, small or weird) inside its own framework.
27
One might appeal quite approvingly to Wittgenstein here. Language is its use within the language game that is
ongoing within and among the form of life.
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Family Resemblance
13.
What is the difference between language having a “membership problem” versus when it is
polysemous? Examine the graphic below:
Graphic-1: Clusters and Polysemy

14.
When language has “membership problems,” it has what Ludwig Wittgenstein called
“family resemblance.”28 The central idea is that the references of a word are composed of a cluster
of things that are associated in the mind as a loose framework. Importantly, cluster members share
certain common attributes, but also are themselves different or cousin to the other cluster
members (as would be the case in any natural family). This, for Wittgenstein, is the way most
words “refer” – or simply, the way that they work in the mind.
(a)
Graphic-1 represents two family clusters. One is for the word “chair,” the other for the
word “executive.”29 If someone asks for a “chair” in the sense of a seating device, the cluster
members on the left are its “family.”30 If one receives, however, a chair of an academic department,
one has received a member of the wrong cluster (executives). The difference between the two is
that one problem is, we might say, cross-familial, while the other intra-familial.31
28

See Philosophical Investigations, ¶ 66 and 67.
The comparisons are not perfect. “Executive” appears to be a general category where “chair” appears to be an
exemplar. (Or perhaps “chair” fluctuates in language from being a category during some uses and an exemplar
during other).
30
This is obviously a simplified cluster; many more members exist.
31
Note that the relationship of families to families might be something that gets at the heart of etymology. The idea
is that certain ways of speaking morphed into new ways of speaking about different sorts of things, and that the new
way bears some evolutionary relationship to the original way. In this sense, a departmental chair might bear some
linguistic relationship to a sitting chair, if, e.g., the phrase “chairman” came from someone sitting at the head of the
table or if chair has an etymological history in common with both uses. My point here is only to note that even
things that are not actually related today “in the same family” could be thought of as evolutionary descendents or
“long term cousins.” The same sort of thing exists for talking about real families. Do you mean so many hundreds of
years, or many thousands upon thousands.
29
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15.
It is important to note how clusters work in language. Whenever one invokes a cluster
concept – and whenever polysemy is not a problem -- what a person means at any point in time
could be a single cluster member or a combination of members, each use not being required to be
the same. This means that clusters in language always have a degree of flux. Therefore, words like
“chair” essentially say to the brains of their users, “picture your learned assortment profile.” And
so when someone says, “Give me a chair,” the brain commonly processes this as “select a case
from the learned assortment profile.” (But see part III below).
(a)
We might denote a person‟s learned assortment profile as an array of things, {Ax}, and the
retrieval as an instantiation or case of the array, X[i]. Membership problems are therefore
principally about cases or examples.
Part III: Obedience Games

Membership Games
16.
When is a person obedient to language? Consider these examples, which deal with cluster
problems:

Ignorance
(a)
Let‟s say there is a barstool in the room, and one who knows this says “bring me a chair.”
And let‟s assume that the person expected to retrieve the item is new to the English language, and
therefore is not yet aware that a barstool counts as a “chair” in the culture (that people speak that
way very often). If one is not familiar with the fact that a barstool counts as a “chair” in this
language game, we would say that the failure to retrieve the stool is a violation of language. Simply
put, the person‟s behavior in not bringing the barstool violated what the language culture
understood. It didn‟t violate, of course, what the person understood – but that is not the issue. The
issue is simply whether the codex, packaged and delivered, was properly understood. Not only was
it not, but showing the person the mistake would be part of the social learning that helps
acculturate one to the way of speaking (to the uses within the language game).

Inventory
(b)
But not so fast. Let‟s say the person does not have a culturally-partial cluster. Let‟s say that
both people have the same family-resemblance frame, {Ax}. This means that both understand full
well all the things that “chair” can be. And let‟s also say that the intention of the speaker in this
context is perfectly understood (that chair means a “seating item” in the family resemblance). But
nonetheless, let‟s imagine that the person still fails to retrieve the stool under protest that “barstools
are not „chairs;‟ they are „stools.‟” What does one do with this objection?
17.
Note that this presents a rather interesting game within the language game. What is
happening here might be called the assertion of a technicality. But what it is cognitively is the brain
treating the expression “give me a chair” not as “give me a member of the chair family,” but as
“give me a division within the family.” The former asks for a cluster member; the latter for a
cluster entourage.
(a)
What is central here is that the brain tasks that underlie each is different. For one, the brain
is asked to associate things into a family, but for the other, the brain is asked to perform a kind of
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accountancy within the association – i.e., to catalogue, name, inventory, parse and individuate its
members. And so when the expression “give me a chair” is heard in language, the question is
whether it asks for an “inventory name” or a family resemblance.
18.
If a person knows that another is asking for family resemblance and they reply with
inventory-logic, one would like to say that they are not behaving properly in the language game,
which has as its goal communication.32 But our purpose is not to ask if the person has bad
manners, it is only to ask whether the failure to retrieve the barstool codex obedient? In short, is
one allowed to invoke inventory-logic and still follow language?
(a)
Note that in this situation both speakers have the same cultural reference frame, {Ax}, but
are only differing in what operation to execute upon it: retrieval of an association, or retrieval of an
inventory.
(b)
In this situation, I claim that either interpretation is codex obedient, because what is said
can stand for both in the language culture. Note that it may not fulfill the speakers intentions and
may be especially irritating or bad manners, but it is not disobedient to language culture. Very
frequently in English, one asks for inventory the same way one does associations. It has the exact
same audiology and very often the same context.
19.

We might denote the difference in the logical structure of these brain operations as follows:
Symbol

Explanation

{Ax}

the family association in the
language culture

{Ax} € X[a] X[b] X[c] ... n
{Ax}  X[i]

select among
inventory

the

array’s

select an instantiation of the
array

Polysemy Games
20.
Note that the problem of polysemy seems to be different in an important way from that of
membership. Consider this example.
(a)
Let‟s imagine that someone asks for a “chair” while standing in a room, causing others to
retrieve various seating items. If, in truth, the person was looking for a chairman in order to have a
quorum for the meeting next door – even if others didn‟t know that – was the retrieval of the
seating items a violation of language?
21.
The central issue here seems to be this: the brain has performed the right operation, but
upon the wrong object. This problem was reversed in the membership game immediately above.
In that situation, language gave the brain the freedom to execute inventory logic or instantiation
logic upon the correct object (cluster). But here, the issue is not that brain executes the wrong
32

Note that it we are playing other kinds of games, such as who can be more selfish, it would be good behavior to
treat the request for a “chair” as insufficient to comply. That sort of game would say “you are not getting anything
until you can force it.”
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“script” – picking out an instance is, in fact, the correct logic. Rather, it is that this “brain labor” is
performed upon the wrong “thing.”33
(a)

It would be like someone ordering dinner, and it being delivered to the wrong house.

22.
Although my position is a bit hard to understand here, I think the resolution to the
polysemy problem is this: language allows itself to charge for membership, but not for polysemy.
Therefore, language is complied with in membership problems, but not for a polysemy problem.
This means that persons who give a seating item to someone requesting a “chair” of a department
are not following language. (I realize this is controversial. Here are my thoughts:)
(a)
Notice that it is common in polysemy problems for the person who received the wrong
ballpark to say in ordinary parlance, “That‟s not what I asked for.”34
(b)
Compare: Imagine someone who walks into a bar and orders an ice tea, expecting to get
“plain” ice tea. Instead, they receive a Long-Island Ice Tea. It would be typical, I think, for one to
say, “that‟s not what I ordered.” And wouldn‟t it be odd for the waiter to be able to jump upon
language and say, “Oh yes you did.” And it would be odd not only because of the business custom
to please the consumer, but because it seems strange to let language charge for “the wrong
connection,” so to speak.35
(c)
Let‟s do it this way. It would be quite odd if language were to require one to dispel
problems of polysemy when speaking in the first instance. Compare: “Give me the chair in the
sense of the seating device.” Or, “I need a chair in the sense of a department head right away.” It
seems that in language one does not ordinarily broadcast sense.
(d)
Compare this, however, with the other situation. Let‟s say the person is asking for a “seating
thing” rather than a department head. But let‟s say that when the person asks for this, he or she
specifically has in mind a particular kind of chair – let‟s say, a recliner. But when making the
request, he or she uses the plain word “chair” rather than the better word (“recliner”). And let‟s say
that in return the person receives a barstool. The question would be whether the person who
complied with the request fulfilled the language instructions. The answer is yes. If one wanted a
specific kind of chair, therefore, it is incumbent upon the speaker to say something more precise.36
This duty seems not to accompany sense of reference (polysemy).
23.
You will note that language has a well developed lexicon to deal with membership
problems. If you want a member of the chair family, you can indicate which one – beach chairs,
stools, gaming chairs, etc. And it is much more common to say “give me a recliner” than it is to say
“give me a chair in the sense of a seating thing.”
33

It is for this reason that I have characterized these issues as a Type-1 and Type-2 problem. It reminded me of
errors in statistical inference.
34
There will be those who are tempted to argue here that this is what was literally asked for, because ambiguous
words command ambiguous results. Some might take the position that whether we say that the instructions were
given is a function of who is at fault here – imposing a negligence rule. I do not take this view. I’m more property in
my language logic than I am contractual. I would say that where a person has spoken something that is polysemous,
it is incumbent upon the receiver of the words to catch the right sense in order to “follow what was said.”
35
It also seems that the consumer is more accurate to say, “That’s not what I ordered,” rather than, “That’s not what
I meant.” Although both could apply, it seems that polysemy is of such a kind of thing in language that speakers are
simply not charged for this sort of mistake.
36
Notice that for some words, there are behavioral norms wherein membership problems get avoided. If I say “give
me a drink,” almost always the person will reply “what kind?”
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Precision in Reference.
24.
In order to reduce the problems that brains encounter when communicating about clusters,
language offers several options. One, of course, is to use inventory terms. So you might talk as
lexicographers of the cluster, asking for “recliners” or “beach chairs” or other specific kinds, and
keeping a taxonomic consciousness regarding the difference between stools and chairs.
(a)
Note that this makes you sound as though you are a member of the industry or something
– that you are in the “chair business” so to speak.
(b)
Speaking this way is like referring to the Sopranos or Gambinos instead of “mafia.” Or to
Ford instead of “cars.”
25.
Another way to reduce membership problems is to try “pointing” with language, such as
“give me that one over there.”
26.
But still another device that is used is a rigid designator. This is a kind of word that allows
two brains to share the exact same membership when talking. An example might be, “Give me a
Whenzhou Times Company Guest Chair Model with Cushion Backrest.” Or, “A Saturn Astra 5door XE.” Notice that this kind of language use attempts to “pin down” its referent in the brains of
others, so that precise things can be exchanged instead of clusters. (See Kripke).
Part IV: Idiosyncrasy
27.
Note that something interesting can happen to family-resemblance ideas. The assortment
profile {Ax} can differ between users. Examples:
(a)
Incomplete Clusters. This is where a person has yet to learn of all the things referred to by
the word “chair” in the language culture. A good example would be a child37 or a foreign-language
student of English. Because social learning is ongoing, the membership of “chair” may be
culturally-partial.
(b)
Client Clusters. Note that one can adopt a exemplar-favorite cluster. This is where a person
forms an attachment around particular members of the cluster and tries to keep them separate
from the others. What is critical is that membership selection is largely based upon psychology or
attitudes.
For example, let‟s say that two people see the following dogs in the park (images below).
Neither tend to see the dogs on the left very much, and so they are not considered “exemplars” in
the cluster frame. But the dogs on the right are. The person who (rightly) sees all of them as “dogs”
is using an assortment cluster common among dog authorities and popular use. But if someone
took the position that only the kinds of dogs on the right were “dogs,” the others being something
of a lesser status, the person would be using a “client cluster.” Note that the use of this associational

37

Although this may be true as an example –i.e., it illustrates my point – I wonder if children do not very quickly
know of “chair” quite well. It would seem that a child who was taught the activity of “chair” in the language game
would very easily sit upon, say, a living-room beanbag and say “my chair.” In fact, that seems to be the very beauty
of language itself. Nonetheless, it is not hard to imagine that a mal-formed cluster identity or framework exists in
whomever is still engaged in the social learning of language concepts.
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cluster is a kind of prejudice.38 It is specifically constructed around favorite exemplars.39 Note also
that this sort of cluster isn‟t really about “dogs,” but “favorite dogs.” If one were to speak correctly
about the cluster members being referenced, it would be “Sean‟s dogs,” where Sean is the source
of the prejudice.
Table 1.1

Dog in Tokyo being
carried in a whatever

Chinese Crested
Chihuahua mix,

and
Labrador

English Springer Spaniel (Snoopy
Wilson II)

(c)
Alternative Bundling. Note that a final kind of idiosyncratic cluster is where one places
cluster members into the “wrong family.” In short, the bundling is wrong. This means that the
person‟s cognition makes a family-resemblance assignment that is either not considered accurate
according to the authority for the system and/or is not commonly considered “most familiar” in the
larger language culture. One might call this a rogue set of families. A perfect example is
considering a dolphin a “fish” rather than a mammal. Because of the way it looks (fishy), one might
be inclined to indulge its membership under an alternative taxonomic program. This sort of cluster
says that mammals have to look a certain way and so do fish.
Note that this idiosyncratic cluster is both similar and different from client clusters. It is
similar in that it appears to be an exemplar-specific cluster that relies upon a stereotype to
construct the exemplar. But it is different in that it seems to be a stereotype without prejudice (“an
innocent stereotype?”). This is because one isn‟t saying “real dogs are my favorite dogs” (implying
that the Chihuahua is a sort of “rat”). All that is happening is that the person‟s brain is saying, “this
38

Stephen Pinker makes an interesting claim in Words and Rules. He says, in essence, that the brain has a cognitive
feature which causes it to “type” its environment. He says that this is what causes the family resemblance. What
happens is the brain is trying cluster things together by “typing” them. He mentions that this is the cognitive origin
of stereotyping, and links this to the development of prejudice that arises out of stereotypes.
39
The following is an email I offered to convey this point by showing my own dog prejudice. I wrote:
Suppose that I happen to love dogs. But there's a problem. For me, a dog is, well, "a real dog." The kinds on
the Alpo commercial. You know, the big heads and ears, wide eyes, furry and at least about yea big. The
exemplars are things like Golden Retrievers, Labradors and Springer Spaniels. What I clearly do not consider
a "dog" are those ratty little things. You know, those miserable creatures that you can carry in one arm and that
could fit on your shoulder (or even some hamster cages for crying out loud). Also, those little wiener dogs and
those miserable things people put pink bows on -- they don't count either. They are not "dogs" to me.
So one day, my daughter and I are walking. We see one of those little ratty things. She says she wants to pet the
dog. I say "that's not a dog."
So far, each of us is fine. She is using a standard understanding of what is "dog" and I am using favoriteexemplar understanding. As per Wittgenstein, language is use. Even though we say "that is an X" or "that is not
an X," we are really not disagreeing about anything - we're just declaring our allegiances. We're just promoting
our stipulatory framework. The same sort of thing would allow me to say a dolphin is a fish. It would do no
good to correct me if all I mean to say is "fishy looking things count" in my language play.
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looks like that one,” and therefore, “I‟ll keep track of it this way in my mind.” )It is sort of a
pictorial accounting method).
Finally, note that considering the dolphin a fish is not “wrong,” it is merely an alternative
system of bundling. As such, it can perform basic communicative tasks as simply as other bundles
that are only offered “to get the job done.” For example, if one sees a dolphin in the water and says
“look at the fish,” meaning only “look at the big fishy-looking thing with the dorsal bobbing up and
down,” it matters not the slightest that the assortment cluster is scientifically (or generally) incorrect.
So long as people are not making scientific claims when they say this – e.g., that the dolphin
doesn‟t breathe air -- whatever cluster frameworks they use are permissible, because all that
language exists for is “to get the job done,” so to speak.

Codex Obedience?
28.
If membership problems arise when one uses an idiosyncratic cluster, how can one be
obedient to the language culture (codex)?
(a)
Let‟s imagine that in the case of a client cluster, a person named Sean asks you to bring
him a “dog,” where Sean has a prejudice for dogs that look like the ones in the right hand columns
of Table 1.1. What Sean really wants, of course, are what he considers “real dogs” – his favorite
looking ones – not the other ones. If someone brings him the Chinese Crested and Chihuahua
mix or some other sort of cluster member not within his liking, would we say that language has
been complied with? The answer quite clearly is yes. This is because the term “dog,”
anthropologically, has a meaning in the language culture that includes the member of the cluster
delivered. So long as the language use in the culture says that the member is a “dog,” the behavior
is obedient to language‟s codex. For Sean to comply with language‟s demands, he would need to
say something either ostensive -- “bring me one that looks like these” -- or definitional (“bring me a
„Sean‟s Dog.‟”).
(b)
However, if the person who delivered the dog knew of Sean‟s preferences in this regard,
would the result be different? The answer seems to be a bit of a riddle. On the one hand, one
would say that Sean still received what his language “said.” But on the other hand, one might say
his way of speaking in this regard became part of his behavior in a language game learned by
discreet members who had played it with him. Hence, those with inside information understood
the utterance as a kind of code.40 Therefore, they could translate the ordinary expression into
something that truly said “Sean‟s kind of dog.” And so if people with inside knowledge are
expected to change or translate the codex, therefore, one might say they have failed to follow
language. The answer to the question really depends upon what is said to be Sean‟s true utterance.
But note that one problem is that Sean really isn‟t offering the statement as a code. He isn‟t
saying, “follow the secret language.” He simply is playing an ordinary use in a non-ordinary way,
something to which others who know him have become accustomed. (Just as they might, for
example, his propensity to occasionally be arrogant or dismissive about ideas – or any other of his
idiosyncratic traits). And so, whether the bringing of the “wrong dog” is codex obedient is really a
function of whether one wants this idea to allow for a “home rule” or local sort of standard.
29.

Note that the idiosyncrasy can be committed by the retriever rather than the

40

I don’t use the word “colloquialism” here because it is not clear that anyone but Sean and the people who know of
him are aware of this peculiar use. True “colloquialisms” are colloquial within the culture; they have widespread
use.
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speaker. If one said “bring me the fish,” and a person brought a dolphin, the compliance is not
codex-obedient because dolphins are not “fish” in the language culture (or if they are, they are only
as a in a manner of speaking – and if you want a parlance, you have to state it). All that I have said
here is that one cannot retrieve an idiosyncrasy unless and until one has sanction in the langue
game to do so41

41

One could create a tricky situation where a person used an idiosyncratic cluster and then shifted back. Let’s say
someone is out on a boat and says “look at the fish” when the dolphin appears in the water. Here, what is meant is
“look at the fishy looking thing.” But later on in the day, the same person says “I want some fish,” denoting a
hunger preference. If another person -- say, Forrest Gump -- brings him a dolphin, what is the result? Quite clearly
it seems that the context shows the use, and that the delivery of the dolphin is not obedient to the language culture.
But I imagine one could surmise an especially tricky scenario where a person could have reasonable grounds to
retrieve something idiosyncratic but still be mistaken when doing it. (We might call this a “Gettier language game”).
In such a situation, language may not know where to charge the mistake. My preference would be to say that one
who translates words to another’s intention bears the burden of his own mistake. And that in all cases one is
obedient with language when one is obedient to language culture generally. And that translating away from cultural
meaning to suit particular intentions – in effect, changing the words into other words -- is only a “local fix.” It is, in
short, an expediency. And I would therefore say that language ITSELF only ever calls upon one to comply with
what it says culturally – and that reading minds with inside information is something that one does at his or her own
peril. This way, the duty is always on the speaker to speak properly when trying to regiment another.
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Chapter 2:
Originalism

The Hypothetical
30.
What is the original meaning of a constitution? To answer this, consider the following
hypothetical:
Imagine one day that the 60s generation had written a declaration of some sort. Let‟s call it
the Declaration of Dearest Principles (DDP). Let‟s imagine that the provisions of this document
were enshrined in writing during a ceremony at Woodstock, wherein all relevant participants
approved and agreed with the pronouncements during some sort of democratic ritual. Imagine
further that there was an accepted sense of legitimacy regarding this ritual so that the document
had a sort of sanctified ethos. And imagine that that main of American youth culture in the 1960s
therefore and henceforth bound themselves to all the precepts stated in the document, and that
this obligation was passed along to the children (and their children) so that the entirety of those
who accepted to the ritual and their lineage today felt morally obliged to follow the DDP. (Imagine
that the document has a high moral standing for this community). Imagine further that one of the
central provisions of the DDP, called Article I, says the following:

“Materialism shall not corrupt the spirit.”
Let us call this provision the “Free Spirit Clause.” Imagine that if we were to consult the
general consensus of what the Free Spirit Clause meant to the culture and generation that drafted
it, that we would find the following general ideas: (a) don‟t be overly competitive; (b) don‟t be too
greedy or selfish; (c) don‟t follow a Machiavellian ethic; (d) don‟t behave in the way that many
game theorists say you should behave with respect to maximizing gain; and (e) do not place the
desire for material goods and wealth above the desire for basic decency toward others and even
toward your inner self.42

Generation X
Now let‟s suppose something strange happens. The children of the 60s generation who
read the DDP have a completely different interpretation. Let us refer to this generation as
“generation X.” Their view is not that the spirit should not be free, it is that the spirit is not
threatened by the accumulation of material possessions. In fact, they think material possessions
enhance inner happiness and that “pareto trades” allocate social utility better. They cannot even
imagine a world without their gadgets or technology, let alone an America without consumerism.
They say that competition makes the spirit more vigorous and that material possessions help
comfort the spirit in a way that is down-to-earth and pragmatic. So, they say that they accept the
command of the DDP, but reject the metaphysical doctrines with which the original generation
42

One might find gradations of these views. Hard core believers might say that you can never be competitive, but
always serene and welcoming. Others might say that is baloney, and the point is only to avoid excesses.
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adopted when reading (and perhaps even uttering) the words of the Free Spirit Clause. In short,
they say they do not reject the language of their parent‟s document, they reject only the politics f
their parent‟s generation – something the DDP doesn‟t command.

1787 Generation
Now let‟s imagine that a time portal is created that allows one to send messages back in
time. Imagine that the DDP is sent back to the framing generation of 1787. Imagine that when the
generation reads Free Spirit Clause that they have the following interpretation:
“It is an endorsement of the philosophy of dualism. It says in a colorful parlance, „do not
let those radical elements in the Enlightenment that propose to reduce everything to the material
succeed in leaving Cartesian philosophy by the wayside.‟ What it means, properly translated is, „do
not Abandon Descartes – do not abandon the idea that there are souls, spirits, non-physical
consciousness and inner light to humanity.‟ The argument must be that this philosophy is
important to American culture, or else they would not have sent it to us. It is a sign that we must
always carry with us the mind/body problem in philosophy. It is a bold statement that the human
essence cannot be reduces to a physical machine.”
Let us call this the Descartes Interpretation. Imagine that the reason 1787 culture reads
the Free Spirit Clause this way is because, quite simply, they live in an agrarian society that has not
experienced industrialization, finance capitalism, mass consumerism, shopping malls and credit
cards. In short, they really do not know what mass consumer materialism is – or if they do, they
see it more of a discreet cultural phenomenon given over only to some wealthy aristocrats and
monarchs, not something pervasive of the mainstream culture. (And most certainly not American
mainstream culture).
There is one exception, however. There are those devout Calvinists. They read the read
the Free Spirit Clause differently. They see it as endorsing their belief that any ostentatious display
in human behavior is sinful, and that one should shun luxury. They believe people should wear
black or dark clothing, a sign of humility. They see the Clause as being corresponding with and
helping to therefore implement God‟s will. Let us call this the Calvinist Interpretation.

31.
The central question that exists is twofold: (a) who has violated the Free Spirit Clause of the
DDP; and (b) what does it mean to say that a violation exists?
(a)
My central thesis is this: before one can say whether there is “violation” of the clause, we
need to know, first, if the speaker means that its codex has been violated or that the protocol for
implementing codex has been violated. Because if a speaker means the former, s/he means to say
only that sentences are their language meaning within the culture. But if the latter, s/he means that
sentences really never become enacted (or voiced?), but rather only ever engender their bearer‟s
accommodation. A person believing this would believe, in essence, that constitutions are only their
enacting psychology, not their words.
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Part II: Discussion

Generation-X versus Descartes
32.
Notice that Generation-X and their parents do not suffer from what we might call “a
foreign language problem.” (They know what each other‟s words mean). They also do not suffer
from a sense of reference problem. There is no semantic or linguistic barrier. The only apparent
difference is that the two generations have differing views about what corrupts or fulfills the spirit
(what makes one happy and a good person). Because the experience of Generation-X suggests that
materialistic culture does not corrupt the person and society – members think the culture makes
existence better off – Generation-X seems to differ with their parents only on “world view,” not
language. So, they argue that they are, in fact, following the Free Spirit Clause. So long as
Generation-X keeps its spirit fulfilled or free of corruption, it can claim to be as compliant with
Article I as the 60s generation. In short, the only difference between the two is what they regard as
good, not what “good” means.43 (Another way of saying this is that both generations are codexobedient to the rule).
(a)
If you told your kids “don‟t let money get in the way of happiness,” and they became
greedy tycoons and said “I didn‟t” – there would not be the slightest issue with regard to language
or linguistics (or codex). The only issue would be what made them happy.
33.
Note that one cannot say this with the Descartes Interpretation given by the main of the
1787 culture. This interpretation treats the word “materialism” to mean philosophic materialism
rather than the idea of materialistic culture stemming from a post-industrial capitalist society (an
idea having lineage from Marx). It quite clearly seems, therefore, that a sense-of-reference problem
exists with the Descartes Interpretation.44
(a)
Note that the sense of reference problem exists even though the 1787 generation is being
obedient to the logical structure of the sentence. That is, the logical structure commands members
of 1787 to keep “materialism” in check relative to “spirit.” (We might denote this as M ≤ S).
Although 1787 brains perform this logical operation, they do so upon fundamentally mistaken
“quantities.” Though the generation has probably made the best sense of “materialism” that it can,
given the state of its culture – and though its usage might prove quite efficient and wise for 1787 life
– proponents of the Descartes Interpretation have, nonetheless, not understood the transmission.
They‟ve “missed the idea,” so to speak.
(b)
Notice that the claim is not that they have misunderstood the intention of the sentence; that
is not being said at all. Rather, it is that they have misunderstood the sentence itself. Or to state it in
my terms, their interpretation is not codex obedient. This is because the sentence itself has a codex
that involves two operative features for the brain: (a) it has a discreet sense of reference regarding
the families of “material” and “sprit;” and (b) it has the logical operation (M ≤ S). The language of
the sentence, however, does not show all of its operation, because human language doesn‟t work
this way (like computer language). Human language often hides its true syntax. In fact, the
43

Note the implications here. Compare this to words like “cruel punishment” or “due process” or “reasonable
search.” Purely as a matter of English words alone, one generation can be just as compliant with these phrases as
another, yet have significantly different substantive positions or policy outcomes.
44
Another way of saying it: they don’t seem to get “the product.” They are not accessing the right family of things.
The codex hasn’t been understood.
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cognition of language is such that the brain gathers codex from its surrounding grammar. And this
sort of linguistic context can be easily frustrated where a brain only receives a terse sentence.
Therefore, the brains of 1787 have mistaken the codex (the instructions) of the sentence – or, to
say it another way, have processed the sentence with different codex from that originally stated.
The Descartes Interpretation is therefore not codex obedient.
(c)
Any interpretation where people do not know what the other‟s words mean – and where,
consequently, they create meaning by making the words mean something else – creates a codex
violation. The idea is this: when two brains have the same idea of what words mean, they both are
codex obedient when they make judgments relying upon those words. Stated another way, one is
codex obedient when there is no “foreign language problem.”45

“Truisms”
34.
Notice that there might be a troubling objection to what Generation-X has done to the Free
Spirit Clause: it has turned the clause into a truism. It has rendered the clause a superfluous sort of
thing. It is now lifeless and inoperable in the Generation-X world. One might say that members of
the generation have “deactivated” it. They have done this because the sentence, “Materialism shall
not corrupt the spirit,” has become, in their world, something that could only be replied to in
ordinary conversation with replies like, “no joke” or “tell me another tautology.” By this I simply
mean the Free Spirit Clause no longer conveys a meaningful rule of behavior. It doesn‟t command
or regiment anything. Instead, it has sort of become a platitude -– sort of like, “wisdom comes with
age.” The only reply to this sort of utterance is to say “yep” or “amen” or something along those
lines.
(a)
Is it permissible for Generation-X to have turned an esteemed provision into a truism?
Stated another way, is it a contradiction for them to interpret the clause this way and still believe
they are following the DDP? (Are they, in fact, following the DDP)? My point for now is simple.
Notice that whether it is “wrong” (or not) rests with a theory about jurisprudence, not with the
codex of language. For there is nothing in the words of the clause that present a true language
problem -- e.g., no problem of dialect, colloquialism, foreign language, or even sense of reference.
Each knows what the words of the other refers to. Neither generation disagrees with the meaning
of its words. They disagree only about a “fact” (whether materialism is corrupting or not). Were it
a contract involving present-day disputants, each could claim they were compliant with the letter of
the provision.

Originalism
35.
Notice, however, that one might say the intention of the Free Spirit Clause is being
violated. This is old-school originalism. Old-school originalism holds that the Free Spirit Clause
means in this instance either one of two things: (a) what the framers of the DDP (however that is
defined) had in mind when they enacted or referenced the provision; or, perhaps, (b) what they
would have in mind if they were to judge the behavior of subsequent generations.46
45

Hypothetically, for the framers to have proper sense of reference of a futuristic communication that develops its
sense after their death, they would need an authority of some sort to consult. Something like a linguist who
specialized in futuristic communications (were such things to exist). Or they would need an encyclopedia or
“interpreter.” Only this would allow their brains to stay “plugged into” the right sense (the right codex).
46
Note that the former is, in theory, an anthropological concern – assuming its excavational difficulties can be
overcome -- but the latter seems to be a metaphysical claim (priors sitting in judgment of subsequents). In either
event, there would surely be a good deal of speculation involved.
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36.
But notice that neo-originalism claims something rather odd. It claims that the meaning of
the words of the Free Spirit Clause can be determined by what the language culture of the framing
generation had in mind if it were asked to read the words. (xx-cite). Notice that this would appear
to be accomplished by appeal to anthropology or historic evidence about word use within the
culture. But is it really? There are two issues here.

“Telephone Logic”
37.
Imagine that someone might try to show what the words “spirit” and “material” refer to by
looking at dictionaries, word use and how school children were taught the meaning of the words in
the 1960s. And let‟s say that they find various senses of reference and an array of assorted uses for
any given sense, {Ax}. After comparing this evidence to current times, they conclude that the usage
from one generation to the next is sufficiently similar. In short, they conclude that the one
generation knows what the other is referring to. And therefore, they conclude that if someone from
one generation communicated by telephone with another (backward in time), that each could be
understood when using the words “spirit” and “material” the same as people from within the 60s
generation themselves. And that if people from Generation-X said to people from the 60s
generation that “materialism didn‟t corrupt the spirit,” neither would say “I don‟t understand what
you mean,” but would on the contrary understand perfectly. In fact, they would so understand that
they would greatly disagree and try to instruct one another on why their philosophies about these
things should prevail. Therefore, one might conclude that Generation X had a full and complete
understanding of what the words of Free Spirit Clause “say,” and that they have every right to say
that they are compliant with it, even though they reject the philosophies of their parents (or
grandparents).
(a)

This would be one form of appeal to anthropology or historicism, which I refer to as
telephone logic. It might also be called the “codex equivalency.” It simply says that where one can
communicate across time using the same words -- each clearly understanding those words but
following them differently – that they understand each other‟s language.

“Artisan Logic”
38.
As an alternative to the telephone test, let‟s say someone tries this. They don‟t want to look
at what the words say culturally – how children were taught to speak them, etc. – they want to look
at what meaning surrounds a specific provision, at a discreet time, to those associated with the
calling forth of its gesture. Here the logic is almost sacramental. The goal is not to isolate
linguistics, but something in the nature of a spirituous attachment to a set of protocol that a group
has in mind when it accesses a particular cultural artifact or form. If there is cohesiveness in the
protocol that attaches to the cultural artifact, one might say that the artifact is a kind of flag or
symbol for the protocol, in that it conjures among the main of its users a clear idea of its program.
Here the goal is to say that the Free Spirit Clause is not simply its words, but is a culturally iconic
statement about a generational protocol. In short, one would look at the clause the way one might
a piece of cultural art. For this reason, I call this maneuver the search for artisan meaning.
(a)
Note that one could innocently search for artisan meaning to legal documents. One could
say, e.g., “the American Constitution represented the ascendency of Enlightenment ideals and a
radicalism for its age,” [describing why], etc. But this does not say that we, today, must live chained
to the prior age‟s epistemological and metaphysical state of mind – sort of in the way that the
Amish try to live (culturally or ideationally stagnated). In fact, it does not make a proscriptive claim
at all. Rather, it only means that we can better appreciate the Constitution as a piece of art if we
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understand it that way. That is, if we are educated enough to see the psychology of a prior era
enshrined in the vessels that it created – sort of in the way that we look with expertise at a painting
– then we have gained a refined context about the item in question.
(b)
But there are some who do not mean to offer merely insightful context when presenting
artisan logic about documentary enshrinements. They mean to say, e.g., that the Free Spirit Clause
in some way adopts its bearer‟s cultural protocol during the ritual of its enshrinement. Although
this is difficult to see, imagine someone saying the word “peace” in the 60s to one another versus
someone in the 80s or later saying it, and then getting a lecture from a parent or grandparent on
what the expression was really all about. (Note that the same conversation could apply to nonalphabetic cultural symbols, such as tie-dyed clothing and what the ritual of protest was all about).
(c)
And so, using this idea, one might say that when the words of the Free Spirit Clause were
evoked and used by the 60s generation, that they understood the provision to mean that people
were not to be too commercialized, too materialistic, too greedy, too selfish, etc. And that they
specifically projected as an enthymeme attached to the Free Spirit Clause that spirits were, in fact,
corrupted by definition through the very acceptance of excessive possessory culture and that
subsequent generations were to continue to resist and temper this “evil” side of American culture.
They therefore regard Generation-X to have violated their covenant and sold out their generation‟s
fundamental prescription.
(d)
There are two issues that now exist: (a) what is one to make of the idea that rules carry with
them certain cultural protocol that are themselves the meaning of the words in the rule; and (b)
how is this claim different from old-school originalism? (Each question is answered separately in
parts III and IV respectively)
Part III: Protocol Words
39.
What is one to make of the idea that rules carry with them certain cultural protocol that is
itself the meaning of the words? Consider the following:
Imagine that when the Free Spirit Clause was enacted, a spirituous circumstance surrounded its
enshrinement. The drafters and approvers of the enactment threw away gold watches, and they
participated in the ritual of destroying a BMW with sledge hammers (each person taking a hit). Out
of this ritual the words were written “materialism shall not corrupt the spirit.” And cheers followed.
Imagine that this was broadcast the next day and all over the place young people elected to follow in
like kind. They renounced certain items reflecting prosperous culture. All over the country,
diamonds were thrown away. No more gold accoutrements. No luxury cars. Imagine that when
others did this, they did it as the DDP arrived in their home town for signature. When historians
looked upon these gestures, therefore, they proclaimed, “the original meaning of Article I is to
renounce the possessions of luxury culture.” That is the “true meaning.”

(a)

What is to be made of these claims?

40.

One might look upon historical pronouncements of this sort as saying only that the

intention of Article I was to declare, “we stand against luxurious culture,” or that “we reject luxury
culture because we find it corrupting.” But there are two responses here. First, even if these are the
intentions of those who endorsed the Free Spirit Clause, it isn‟t clear that these intentions regiment
Generation-X in any way, because they only declare an outlook or “cheer” for something. All they
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seem to be are spirituous declarations of the zeal that defined the times of the parent generation –
times that are no longer present in youth culture. (It would be like telling children they were forced
to like the things their parents did).
(a)
Notice, also, that it isn‟t even clear whether the intention is to bind subsequent generations,
morally, to any specific behavior that accompanied the adoption of the Clause (e.g., barring
diamonds). And even if the intention was to so prescribe all of the exact behaviors that were
celebrated or consummated upon the day of Clause‟s enshrinement, one could say -- as one always
can to old-school originalism – that such intentions are not “the law.” Only what is codified in the
democratic ritual counts. Therefore, even if this was the intention of the parent generation, one can
merely say that the Free Sprit Clause poorly expresses this intention, because it only tells
Generation-X not to corrupt its spirit -- it doesn‟t say not to buy gold, diamonds or BMWs. As
such, the antics of the parent generation are merely protocol of the rule for an uncorrupted spirit,
not the meaning of the sentence “have an uncorrupted spirit.”
(b)
But note that neo-originalism wants to avoid this. It wants to side step the intent/meaning
issue by finding a way to say that the protocol accompanying the enactment of the Free Spirt
Clause is somehow “the original meaning” of the Clause‟s words. That is, it wants to find some
way to say that words can mean their protocol.
41.

When, in language, is the protocol of the word its meaning?

Behavior Names
42.
Notice that some ordinary words do explicitly attach themselves to a behavioral regiment.
I‟m thinking here of names for dances. For one to “twist” correctly, for example, one needs to
gyrate segments of the anatomy (the hips) in a certain specific way. So, if you passed this word
through time, one could say “you aren‟t „twisting‟ properly.”
(a)
But this is not what neo-originalism is trying to say. It is trying to say that the words of the
Free Spirit Clause command behavioral protocol in the language culture even though they are not
dance-words like “twist.” So what in language really works like this?

Tautological Jargon
43.
One answer is what I call “tautological jargon.” This is where words are meant only to be a
product of what they specifically report. Consider, for example, certain kinds of medical jargon. It
is common in medical language to invent or name diseases based upon symptomology. So when
one encounters symptoms X, Y and Z, one calls it a “syndrome something,” which denotes only
that X, Y and Z have all together appeared. Really, all that words like this do is name symptoms.
The symptoms are the word.
(a) Consider what these medical terms mean:
Term

Definition

Arrhythmia

the beat of the heart no longer originates from the
sinus node, and the rhythm is abnormal.

Bronchoscopy

the use of an endoscope to examine and take
biopsies from the interior of the bronchia

Dyspnea
Hypercalcemia

shortness of breath
an abnormally high concentration of calcium in
the blood
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(b)
The idea with jargon like this is that the brain learns the word to be only the reflection of its
parts. And that the word can only therefore be its specific protocol, “by definition”).

The Cognition of Tautology
44.
But what is the brain doing differently with words like this versus ordinary words? The idea
is that when one learns words like “cruel” or “chair,” one learns to associate the idea into family
resemblance, which is a cognitive (and anthropological) phenomenon. It just happens through
ordinary social learning. But when one learns words like “arrhythmia,” something in the social
learning process is different.
(a)
Imagine a child being taught the word “arrhythmia.” One day his father come home from
the doctor and says, “I have arrhythmia.” The child says, “What is that?” And the father replies,
“Oh that is when the heart beats funny.” And then imagine that later in life the child is playing in a
teenage rock-and-roll band with fellow schoolmates. One day when the drummer is playing poorly,
the child says, “the band has arrhythmia,” denoting the off drum beat. (And imagine he is not
joking). This is precisely what ordinary language use is all about. If, in fact, arrhythmia meant
“funny beats” in the language culture, all sorts of instances and cases would arise in the family
cluster -- percussion arrhythmia, cardiac arrhythmia, auto arrhythmia (when, e.g., gears miss),
dancing arrhythmia (the word when people can‟t dance well), swimming arrhythmia (where it is
supposed to be synchronized), tire arrhythmia (where you need a wheel balance), watch or clock
arrhythmia (where time is kept too slow or fast), etc.
(b)
In fact, if arrhythmia took on this sort of understanding in the language game, it would
seem to have the same meaning as “calibration.” (It would occupy the same play in the game).
(c)
Imagine the father coming home and saying, “I‟ve got a calibration problem with my
heart.” The child says, “What is calibration,” and the father replies, “My heart is beating funny.”
What is it about the language game that does not allow “arrhythmia” to share this sort of meaning?
(d)
One answer is that only medicine as a community uses the term, and that the lay public
only receives it when going to the doctor or when reading about medical problems. It therefore
always retains a medical context. But I think this answer is problematic.
45.
It seems that for certain kinds of words, when the brain learns them, it learns to associate
protocol as the word itself, creating a kind of tautology. This occurs through two mechanisms: (1)
“stipulation” (a cognitive phenomenon); and (2) a “dubbing ceremony” or a “christening” (a social
learning phenomenon). Let me explain.
(a)
When the brain equates a word with protocol, what it is doing in terms of brain script is
setting a stipulation statement. It‟s like saying, “Let X be condition-statement(s) Y,” and then
processing X in communication. The key here is that X is only serving as a name in the cognition
of the language. (It only refers to the condition statements).
(b)
The reason why, anthropologically, brains would do this with a particular word is because
when one learns the word, one is taught the word as a baptism or christening (“I dub thee”). And
so one learns “arrhythmia” as a name rather than as an idea. That is, one is taught to learn
“arrhythmia” the same way one is taught to learn “Sally” or “Rotary.”47
47

If one doesn’t learn “arrhythmia” that way – if one learns it as an ordinary sort of idea – than one will inevitably
make a family resemblance out of the idea. Although it is possible for this to happen with “arrhythmia,” the reason it
tends not to is because medicine polices the word in the language game – people don’t come in contact with it
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(c)
Note that this is not the way that one learns “chair.” When one learns “chair,” one learns it
as an idea relative to other ideas (floor, cup, couch, bed, grass, dog). The term “calibration” is a
more sophisticated version of “chair.” Its grammar involves things like efficiency, measure,
equilibrium, proportionate, standardization, harmony, disjunction and so forth.
(d)
But some words, like “arrhythmia,” escape the anthropology of “family grammar,” as it
were, because they obtain their meaning through the social learning of an attribute (protocol) list
which the mind calls forth when it hears the protocol-list name.

Types of “Protocol”
46.
There appears to be two different types of tautological jargon. One is where the protocol in
question does not seem to be “ordinary protocol” – it seems to be something inherently natural or
logical. Consider the following:
(i) Scientific Jargon. Example: “A molecule of water has two hydrogen atoms covalently
bonded to a single oxygen atom.” The logic used here is atomistic (or reduction). It says
something naturally constitutive about water as a molecule. The term “water molecule” to
scientists is H2O – that is, it is nothing other than the “behavior” of its chemical structure.48
(ii) Mathematical Jargon. Example: “A triangle is a polygon with three corners or vertices and
three sides or edges which are line segments.” One cannot have the idea of triangularity in
one‟s head without already having its logical protocol in mind, such that one only refers to the
other, by definition.
47.
Another sort of tautological jargon, by contrast, involves protocol that is constructed.49
Example:
(i) Legal Jargon. “Schedule II Controlled Substance.” What is a Schedule-II Controlled
Substance? Exactly what the legal definition lists, and nothing more. In fact, if something else
should be listed as a Schedule-II substance but is not, it cannot legally count until the
except for medical issues. Therefore, the anthropology is such that the word’s status as a name is well preserved in
the language game.
48
Notice that “water” need not have a jargonized sense. One could refer to either “water” or its molecule without
meaning H2O. With respect to the former, imagine someone in a restaurant who ordered water and received ice -and imagine a scientist arguing that the service was compliant. (This is a fumble in the language game). With respect
to the latter, one need not even know of a particular chemical structure for one to think conceptually about atomism
(generically) – just as, right now, one can think of the idea of sub-atomic particles not yet discovered. The reason
why these language issues exist is that “water” has a jargonized or “scientific sense,” along with an ordinary sense.
What is said here, I think, is that two cognitive paths exist in the brain for one to talk about “water.” One can talk
about it as a name or language stipulation – as a molecule with two hydrogen atoms covalently bonded to a single
oxygen atom -- or as the thing that one comes to understand from childhood (the bathing, drinking substance). The
latter involves a family resemblance (city water, purified water, distilled water, frozen water, spring water, bottled
water, etc.).
49
My use of “protocol” in this manuscript overwhelmingly refers to this sort. I probably should not have even
referred to such a thing as “natural or logical protocol.” But I needed to make the distinction between a mind
learning a predicate or a set of conditions as the meaning of a term – where the one simply names the other -- and
the mind learning an idea relative to other ideas, where it can continue to make its own “plays” with the word in the
language game. That is really the difference here. With most (non-jargonized) words, language is alive. Meaning is a
cultural playground. A person can set forth new ideas by combining and re-assembling old ones. New “chairs” are
born all the time (e.g., the “game chair”). But words like “arrhythmia” and “acidosis” do not have this same sort of
dynamic structure, much the way that “Rotary” and “Sally” have more limitations in what they can do in the
language game.
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legislature re-writes the substance into the definition.50 Properly stated, what a Schedule II
Controlled Substance is, is exactly what that portion of the legal codes lists. This sort of
tautological jargon involves a protocol list that is constructed.
(a)
I refer to these sorts of protocol words as “grocery-list jargon.” What they do is tell the
brain to associate the word with a specific inventory of “groceries” (rather than let the brain choose
from among the groceries itself, as family resemblance does)

Ordinary Tautologies?
48.
Note that there are some words that are not technically “jargon” – they are ordinary words
– but they seem to mimic the cognition of tautological jargon. That is, they seem to treat the word
as merely a name for protocol. Note that these words don‟t need to sound scientific or technical.
Examples:

“Bachelor”
49.
“Bachelors are unmarried males.” This is a common assertion in the language culture.
Note that this tells the brain to perform an arithmetic function upon something, and to have that
product be the meaning of “bachelor.” And so the brain has to perform the operation of (Males) +
(Unmarried) to use the word.
(a)
But note, however, that this leaves us with curious results. Is the Pope a “bachelor?” What
if someone called Bill Clinton a “bachelor” while he was in the White House, denoting his dating
eligibility? Would these uses be “wrong” or put aside as “figurative?” Let‟s say the law said
something like “No bachelors in the sorority house,” and someone excluded the Pope – would
that be the correct meaning?51
(b)
Note that if one says “yes,” it is only because one believes “bachelor” to be a cognitive
arithmetic and nothing else. If someone else said “no,” it would be because that person thought
that the central idea of “bachelor” was to denote dating eligibility – something that excludes the
Pope but not Bill Clinton. And even here, if someone who was extremely old and weary, and
unmarried, showed up on the television show “the bachelor” seeking a companion, would it not be
the case that some would say “he doesn‟t look like a bachelor.” What we have here is the brain
wanting to make bachelor a family resemblance.52
50

It’s not that one could not say in language, “this drug should be a Schedule-II Controlled Substance.” If one did
say this, they would be saying that there is an underlying logic to the scheduling classification. They would be
saying, e.g., that Schedule-I substances have such-and-such natural or logical criteria, and Schedule II-substances
have opposite criteria. If, in fact, natural criteria underlie the list of things formally specified, then one is either using
“Schedule II” as a kind of scientific jargon (like barbiturates or amphetamines).
51
Notice that Justice Breyer and other pragmatists would “cheat” their way around this: they would interpret the
statute according to its “purposes and objectives.” This manuscript is not concerned with that. It is only concerned
with whether language can be said to be “followed.”
52
Note that in the case of “dating eligibility,” the idea of bachelor sounds like a different from of arithmetic. Instead
of being (male) + (unmarried), it is (male) + (eligible). The problem here is that “eligible” is a state of mind,
whereas “married” is a legal status. The brain doesn’t exercise much judgment when bachelor entails “unmarried.”
As long as you are a male with the right legal arrangement, you are in. But with eligibility, the matter becomes more
chameleon. I note this because what we seem to have here is “bachelor” becoming a family of things not simply
through the normal way that clusters work – i.e., “he doesn’t look like a bachelor” – but through alternative
formulae or operations. What I want to say is that “bachelor” in anthropology may be a different type of cluster
because it involves, on the one hand, confusions surrounding its calculus, and on the other, confusions about
whether it is a calculus. The former might create a family of different products, whereas the latter creates a family
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(c)
And so we have three ideas in the language culture: bachelor as a learned arithmetic (a
jargon), bachelor as an idea and bachelor as a stereotype.

“Marriage”
50.
Note that the same sort of language game can be played with the idea of “marriage.” One
might say in ordinary use that “marriage” is a contractual arrangement between two adults to form
an “official”53 family partnership.54
(a)
But then, someone comes along and says, “marriage is between a husband and a wife.”
What does this say? First, it seems to say that “marriage” should function in language like
“bachelor” does when it is offered as an arithmetic. But the trouble is that the required protocol is
anthropologically (and politically) contested – meaning that the language game doesn‟t seem to
work that way.55 (Which is why the idea sounds like a slogan when people say it to one another).
The fact of the matter is that people can say in ordinary parlance, “so and so is married,” and not
have it mean gender preclusion (like, e.g., the word “actor” or “actress”).56
of different “look-alikes.” And therefore, what “bachelor” is today in the language culture is a mixture of tautology
on one hand, the break-up or loosening of the tautology on the other -- and a little straight family-resemblance
thrown in the mix. So therefore, when one uses the term “bachelor” in the language culture, it may involve the
offering of three distinct methods of excavating its reference(s).
53
This part of the definition is controversial. Clearly, the grammar of “marriage” differentiates itself from “dating.”
Hence, agreeing to be with someone exclusively (“dating”) won’t do it as far as ordinary use within the language
culture. Just as checkers get “crowned,” dating becomes something different when its status is transformed legally
into “marriage.” So the two are not the same. However, I suppose a couple could date forever under the idealistic
belief that “marriage” is unnecessary, and that mutual love is all that “marriage” is about. One might say in
language, “true marriage is the meeting of mutual love.” This would be a romantic or idealistic conception of
marriage. You will note that when the brain does this, it has to differentiate legal marriage from idealized marriage –
a language, I think, that churches often speak. This is, of course, proof that “marriage,” like “bachelor,” is a
complicated family resemblance involving an anthropology that uses a rule or partial rule on one hand, or a set of
protocol options on the other.
54
Note also that the grammar of this term seems to disallow “marriage” between three or more partners, because
there are other names for this in the language game (polygamy, bigamy, etc.). And so long as one is using
“marriage” as an idea home to its surrounding terms, there are preferred terms for when you are “over married” (2 or
3), so to speak.
55
This is actually quite confusing. On one hand, when one says that a marriage between two males can’t be a
“marriage,” this is like one saying of an 87-year-old bachelor, “That old man doesn’t look like a bachelor.” Both are
family resemblance issues (stereotypes). But on the other hand, when one says as a mantra, “marriage is between a
husband and wife,” one says that “marriage” is a jargon that has a technical meaning. One could quite rightly say, of
course, that “marriage” is only a grocery-list idea contained in the law, much like “Schedule-II Controlled
Substance” is only what is there. But the problem here is twofold. First, “marriage” means within the culture a
family of things (unlike “Schedule II Controlled Substance”). Therefore, marriage at times will mean more than
“grocery-list” jargon. Secondly, the issue is whether to change the marriage statutes, not what the statutes say.
Hence, the idea of “marriage” as a grocery list is not hostile to the idea of the legal system adding new groceries or
updating the list. So the only thing left to do is argue that “marriage” is a kind of scientific or logical jargon that
precludes the same gender. As far as the anthropology of linguistics goes, this is surely a fiction. In other words, one
could only argue the linguistic matter as family resemblance (“that’s not a chair!”) – which is always loser -- not as a
scientific jargon. “Marriage” is not a scientific term at all. (I’ve always wondered why they are calling gay
marriages “civil unions.” What they should be doing is passing laws that call these things “discriminated marriage”
or laws that say “marriages between men and women are now considered higher-octane versions” or something. In
other words, what they should be doing is handing out grade-A and B marriages, because that is what they are
ACTUALLY doing).
56
Think of words that actually preclude things. “Polygamy” specifically means having more than one spouse.
“Bilateral” means two-sided. There is nothing in “marriage” that linguistically excludes gender.
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(b)
So let‟s say California recognizes gay marriage, and someone from the south says, “they
cannot do that; marriage is between a man and a wife” -- meaning, in essence, marriage is a kind of
natural-kind brain tautology. It is a kind of specialized jargon. That would be the same linguistically
as saying something like, “you cannot say that circles are squares or that triangles do not have 3
sides” (where the person means to talk truthfully about circles, squares and triangles). Or that,
“water molecules are H2O.” The difference, of course, is that marriage as a subject is not geometry
or natural science, which means that this play in the language game sounds very much like a slogan.

Terms Requiring Protocol Election
51.
Notice that “marriage” is a good example of a concept that requires an election of protocol.
For example, assume that the Constitution said “citizens have the right to marry.” If one were to
construct a protocol for marriage, it would involve several choices:
Cohabitation for a prolonged time (common law marriage)?
Involving an emancipated minor versus where marriage itself emancipates (so you can marry a 13
year old)?
Performed with the requisite ceremony and vows?57
Recognized or incorporated from other jurisdictions (full faith and credit)?
The kinds of defenses that might apply, and the grounds for annulment, etc.

(a)
These choices are nothing but protocol elections. They are not far off from a fashion store
that stocks the dresses it wishes to sell. The point is that one can have “married” mean any
combination of the protocol selections. And so just as the word “dress” means a choice among a
cluster of options, so too does “marriage” mean a choice among several options (protocol) that can
be constructed – each themselves faithfully being “marriage.”
(b)
And so as marriage protocol is selected by political systems, one day, people in ordinary
and plain use come to say, “two men wish to marry.” There is nothing in the grammar (meaning)
of the term that prohibits this. One could no more say of the “right to marry” that the language
meaning of “marriage” precludes its application to cluster members anymore than one could say
the use of “chair” precludes its reference to recliners or living-room bean bags.
(c)
And I bet this is also the case for historical use. I imagine the use of “marriage” in 1787
involved the same basic sort of brain code with respect to its grammar and cognition. In fact, I bet
you that if you were talking on the telephone to someone in 1787 and said in a fun sort of
parlance, “my two cats are married; they just love one another so much” -- you would be perfectly
understood. No one would say, “what does that mean?” Instead, you‟d probably get a laugh and
reply that went something like, “that reminds me of how old Red was with our bunny rabbit – bless
his heart.” And because, therefore, it is a valid play in the language game, it is therefore consistent
with the language meaning of the word “marriage.” And that if you deny this, you only confuse the
meaning of a word with the election of its protocol.

“Corrupted Spirit” as Tautological Jargon
52.
Having understood the way protocol words function, let us now ask the critical question:
are the words of Article I in the DDP the kind that enact protocol? What if one were to say that
“corrupted spirit” in the Free Spirit Clause meant “having too much luxury items,” by definition.
57

footnote to jaggar’s defense
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(Note the similarity: “„marriage‟ is between a husband and wife;” “„corrupted spirit‟ is having gold
and diamonds.”).
(a)
Note that this maneuver no longer makes “corrupted spirit” an empirical matter. It no
longer says, e.g., that your character will become hollow if you indulge too much luxury. It is no
longer a hypothesis or even a falsifiable claim.58 Instead, it says something circular. The idea is that
if one has too many possessions, one is, by definition, „corrupted‟ no matter the state of affairs.
(b)
If ordinary words really did function like this, note how interesting it would be for the field
of law. This sort of maneuver could turn the whole Constitution (or any written item) into its own
technical-language field. Words like “cruel” in “cruel punishment,” for example, would no longer
mean what they ordinarily connote; the meaning would be “cruelty as in regiment X” (as in a
discreet protocol)59 Likewise, “reasonable search” would mean “follow protocol-list Y.”
53.
There are several problems with the idea that constitutional words function as protocol
jargon in language. One is very simple: the words are of an ordinary character. They don‟t sound
like medical jargon. The whole purpose of creating protocol jargon is to invent items into the
normal lexicon so that the brain can perform protocol-invoking communication.60 And when the
law actually does this, it sounds like “Schedule-II Controlled Substance,” not words like “cruel and
unusual punishment,” “unreasonable search,” and so forth.
54.
Also, protocol-jargon cannot exist in social organizations unless it is defined. That is the
only way for the language community to know it (pass it on). Words like “chair” don‟t need
definitions for those within the language community who come to learn it. Only someone with a
foreign-language problem would need a dictionary for “chair.” This is not true of, e.g., “ScheduleII Controlled Substance” or of “pulmonary embolism.” (Imagine the medical field trying to
communicate without having stated and formalized its jargon.61 Would it resemble the field of
“healing” rather than medicine?)
(a)
The way that law handles this is that protocol-jargon is specifically codified somewhere in
the positive law. You normally find a definition section. In drug laws, for example, there will be an
extremely elaborate section that defines controlled substances (Schedule of Controlled
Substances).
58

If it was, one could point to various examples where it might not be true, such as Bill Gates and others who
indulge appreciable philanthropy. Hence, if the claim were empirical, one could interpret it to mean, “So long as you
are like Bill Gates, you can avoid corruption.”
59
You will note that when this is actually true, the legal system has to broadcast the technical sense to its
membership and during training. For example, when studying the defense of “cruelty” in family law, one inevitably
encounters the professor injecting loudly, “We don’t mean ordinary-sense cruelty; we mean extreme, persistent and
severe cruelty.” (I always got a kick out of that. When I teach the subject, I tell my students that the law of marriage
must therefore expect “ordinary cruelty.”).
60
The suggestion here is that tautological jargon only exists because fulfills the communicative aims of its language
community. And that if there were no such aims, there would be no such lexicon. Science, for example, uses jargon
because it facilitates what the social club is doing when it does “science.”
61
the idea is that regular words that ask the brain to do normal things with language – to pass along family
resemblances – do not need to be defined by those in the language culture who hear and “watch” their plays in the
language game. Imagine you are watching a game of throwing a ball. You watch it thrown here and there and see the
outcome. As you watch the play, you pick up how it is done – how to throw the ball yourself. Ordinary language use
does this. But with some words the play of the ball is different. The brain is asked not to pass along family
resemblance but to pass along either exact precise “things” or protocol. These words need to be specifically listed
because their use in the language game requires specific instructions. In fact, that is what these words are: they are
the specific as opposed to the general-instruction words.
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(b)
You will note that one couldn‟t teach “law,” let alone communicate it to others (or
legislate), if protocol-jargon were not formally defined.
(c)

Note the legal convention: words are given their plain meanings unless otherwise stated.

55.
There is also the problem of anthropology. One cannot simply declare that words are
protocol jargon; this has to be shown in the language culture. One would have to show that the 60s
generation used “corrupted spirit” to mean only “the result of having not forsaken luxury items.”
Notice that for this to be true, you would have to see it in the consumer culture. You would have to
see BMW dealers advertising products that say, “corrupted spirit for sale” or “buy your corrupted
spirit today!” (Imagine one of those Cadillac commercials …. “the great thing about your car is the
way it feels when it corrupts the spirit.”)
56.
Imagine the following hypothetical. In the 1960s, a legislature passes a list of banned goods
and calls it the “corrupted spirit list.” Imagine people come to know of the list just as they know of,
e.g., the provisions of the Declaration of Independence (Compare: Heidi‟s List). Or let‟s say that
Major League Baseball creates the All Star List, and everyone knows who is on the list for, say,
2009.
(a)
Note that these are perfect examples of actual protocol being enacted into “law” – the list of
banned goods, the people selected to the All-Star Game, etc. The difference here is that instead of
assuming that the name for the list enacts the protocol, we understand the name to be only a
protocol list of something.
(b)
In fact, if the law had only said “goods that corrupt the spirit are banned,” one could only
interpret that to mean that a list must now be formed. And if generation-1 forms such a list to
carry out the law, there is nothing in language or law that prohibits generation-2 from forming
another list. This is the same as saying that this year‟s all-stars need not be the same as next year‟s.

(c)

If the law says, “pick all stars,” who you pick will be different each year. How is this not the
same thing with saying “pick bad goods?”

Colloquialism
57.
Notice that another way to argue that the Free Spirit Clause enacted the protocol of the 60s
generation is not to say that the words entail the protocol – like medical jargon or dance-words do
– but to say that the clause is merely “colorful.” What is said here is only that the words are a kind
of parlance or second-hand reference for the protocol. In a manner of speaking, the words are a
kind of gesture or poetry (they do not mean what they say literally).
(a)
Note that there are plenty of examples in law (and elsewhere) where words don‟t mean
exactly what they say. For example, colloquialism: “that new piece of music is bad” (meaning
good).62 Or, local convention: the word “shall” is mandatory. Or, a private code: “Scotty, when I
say „execute general order 24,‟ blow up the ship.”63 What is critical about these sorts of linguistic
devices is that they require translation before what they say can be understood.
58.
Note that colloquial kinds of expression are not themselves protocol-bound if what they
translate into are not. So the only way a neo-originalist could claim that the Free Spirit Clause
enacts the protocol of the 60s generation through the device of colloquialism is to say that the
62

Another example would be John Marshall’s assertion that the Necessary and Proper Clause was a kind of phrase
of art that really signified “reasonable.”
63
A reference to an episode in the original Star Trek.
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translated meaning of the expression is something like, “never purchase luxury items.” The
problem with this assertion is that it requires anthropological evidence of language use, not
evidence of a spirituous display during the democratic ritual. There has to be actual evidence that
brains in the language culture would treat the phrase “materialism shall not corrupt the spirit” as
the equivalent of the expression “luxury items are forever banned.”
(a)
It would be like saying “Ollie Ollie in free” meant to children “come out come out
wherever you are.”
(b)

Or it would be like saying “corruption of blood” means the incapacity to inherit.64

(c)

Others: “that‟s phatt,” “hey dog,” “you feel me?”, “back in the day,” etc.

59.
Is it even possible to imagine a scenario where people from the 60s generation meant
“luxury is forever banned” when they uttered “materialism shall not corrupt the spirit?” For one to
even entertain this, you have to think of it almost like the way one thinks of prayer words. (Imagine
in Catholic services where people chant various slogans on cue … The body and blood of …
“Amen;” peace be with you …“And also with you”).
60.
Notice that even slogans do not carry with them their protocol. Imagine that American
culture is 40% gay and that 70% of the culture wants gay rights. Imagine that there is a slogan
among gays that says, “Out of the closets and into the streets.” Imagine that this slogan means that
gay people should disclose their orientation and start asking for rights, instead of choosing
anonymity.
(a)
Now imagine that, one day, other groups pick up the slogan. Example: those having
negative self esteem. They use the same slogan. To them, it means that they should stop hiding
their low self esteem and start actively campaigning for rights and greater understanding. The idea
would be that many suffer from this problem and that it requires not only recognition in
competitive society, but some sort of accommodation.
(b)
(One could think of other groups that might pick up the slogan: fathers who are depressed
by being overlooked by society as custodial-worthy, nurturing parents; obese people who live in an
objectified-driven beauty culture, etc. Each of these groups could choose to end silence and
promote activism).
(c)
What is the original meaning of the slogan, “out of the closet and into the street?” Some
may be tempted to say that it is only about sexual orientation. In fact, that is not the original
meaning; it is only the original protocol. The “original meaning” is a misnomer; there is only
meaning, period. And the meaning is simply “stop being quiet” (about whatever) and “start
advocating for it.”
61.

Compare: “Don‟t tread on me.” “Give me liberty or give me death!”

(a)
What are the meanings of the “original meanings” of these colloquial expressions? The
account I am presenting is that the question is confused. There is no “original meaning;” there is
only the codex and its protocol. Indeed, what protocol Patrick Henry had in mind for the
expression is absolutely nothing like the one that the gay rights movement has in mind or that
Martin Luther King could have had in mind when using the expression. Yet, all are obedient to
language.
64

See: “no attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood, or forfeiture, except during the life of the person
attainted.” Art.3, s.3, n.2
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(b)
If Patrick Henry and Martin Luther King would have discussed “liberty,” their only
difference would have been one of family resemblance, not polysemy.65 It would be the same as
one saying “that‟s not a chair” and another saying “yes it is.”
62.
Consider for a moment another riddle. Jesus says the following in Matthew 19:16-26:
“Again I tell you, it is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a rich man to
enter the kingdom of God.”
(a)
Notice that one interpretation of this passage suggests that the phrase “eye of a needle” is
only figurative: it refers to the gated entrance of the city of Jerusalem. This interpretation claims
that it was difficult for camels to go through the opening in the gate. Hence, the passage means that
rich people will have trouble squeezing through.
(b)
Notice that this is a genuine polysemy problem. It is polysemous because it flunks the
“telephone test.” One does not know if the person means the eye of a real needle or the entrance
of the city. These things are not family resemblances. They are not of the same cluster.
(c)
For one to interpret this parable correctly, one needs to clear up the polysemy. So it is with
constitutions or with any sentence. Language allows for family resemblance issues or for protocol
to change, but it does not allow for polysemy.

Conclusion
63.
The Free Spirit Clause is the quintessential kind of sentence that does not enact its
protocol. This is because it expresses a balancing test. All that it tells brains to do is to follow the
codex of M ≤ S (where M = materialism and S = spirit). And to carry forth this balancing test, one
needs to affirmatively select protocol, for this is what the law is asking. And what protocol one
selects to implement can vary from group to group, time to time or culture to culture, so long as
everyone understands the language codex. And therefore, all of the respective variations in
protocol are equally obedient to the clause so long as one does not commit polysemy (or so long as
one can successfully pass the “telephone test”). For language to do anymore, it must specifically
direct us.
64.
Imagine a constitution that outlawed “cruel punishment.” All that this clause would really
say to legislatures is: “pick out a cruelty product.” It would be the same as if one were to say “pick
out a dress.” So long as you select a family resemblance, you are compliant. It matters not the least
that the first generation picked out a particular kind of cruelty product (just as it does not matter
what dresses they select).
65.
The words in constitutions are not protocol-bearing words (tautologous jargon). If they
were, their protocol would need to be codified into law (or at least present in the anthropology of
language, which is still a difficult issue).
66.
In the hypothetical that launched this chapter, three out of the four interpretations by the
various generations are obedient to both language and law. Those three are: (a) the birthing
generation (the 60s); (b) Generation-X; and (c) the Calvinists in 1787. Only the Descartes
Interpretation is disobedient to language.66
65

Putting aside politics and racism of course. Talking strictly language. Talking strictly what each meant when they
uttered the word in the language game.
66
Whether it is disobedient to law as well is something I choose not to address. In many instances, language and law
are the same thing. It may be argued, however, that there will be times where our philosophy of law might call for
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(a)
The Calvinist Interpretation is as obedient to language and law67 as any other set of
protocol that could fit the family of things that could be said to comply with the expression,
“materialism shall not corrupt the spirit,” when one understands the codex of that expression.
(b)
The Descartes Interpretation has a polysemy problem, and therefore is not obedient to
language.
(c)
To comply with the language of constitutions across time, group, culture or sub-culture,
one merely has to take the “telephone test.” If you pass this test, it matters not the slightest that
your protocol differs.
Part IV: Confusing Law with Culture
67.
Two issues remain. (1) How is neo-originalism different from old-school originalism? (2) Is
it appropriate to indulge a theory of law that says, in essence, that generations pass their cultural
protocol along to others even when the language of law does not specifically enact that protocol?
(Recall that for the first question, we were addressing “artisan logic.” That discussion
resumes)

Zeitgeistic Originalism?
68.
What is the practical difference between the historic search for an artisan meaning -- an
historic state of mind -- that regiments subsequent generations, and the use of old-school
originalism? It seems to be this. Instead of asking what an institution (e.g., a committee) thought
about a discreet authorship – or what it might think about the application of that authorship by a
subsequent generation -- one now asks how the authorship stands in relation to what the culture or
generation stood for at the zenith of its own happenstance. In other words, one looks at the text
only as a piece of culture. And in so doing one does NOT ask a simple linguistic question – what
do words mean? – but rather asks what political, psychological, metaphysical and attitudinal criteria
became associated with a generation‟s actions and creations as a historical matter, of which the
Free Spirit Clause is now being judged only as part and parcel. Note that this seems to turn the
Clause into a kind of gesture or sacrament.
(a)
It seems to me that the search for this sort of meaning reduces to a search for “the spirit of
the time” or a zeitgeist of a given era (see Nietzsche). And so one might refer to one who used
history not merely to place cultural artifacts like declarations within the context of their larger
cultural psychology -- but who insisted that those declarations enacted that psychology -- as a
zeitgeistic originalist .
(b)
A zeitgeistic originalist believes that the central artifact in “law” is the dominant spirit of the
times that birthed it, and the protocol that encompassed that spirit. (“Spirit” here doesn‟t meet how

breaching words altogether. But this is not something that this manuscript wants to address.
67
This is not to say it is the best protocol that the Calvinists could have adopted or that all protocol options are
equal. What is the best legally-sanctioned protocol to select is a function for theories of jurisprudence. One might
argue, for example, that the best is to follow what the elders did. But that would only be an argument along the lines
of “follow precedent to keep law stable.” It would only be what lawyers call a “policy argument.” Other ideas would
be to pick the protocol that maximizes utility or that can be administered efficiently, etc.
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zestful the generation was; it means its “will, mind and world,” so to speak.)68

Law as a Cultural Sacrament?
69.
Let‟s imagine a world where zeitgeistic originalism was “true.” How could “law” pass on
cultural protocol without using its words?
70.
One might argue that documentary proclamations, properly understood, enact their culture
sort of in the way that a sacrament calls forth its ultimate origin (metaphysical claim). In this sense,
one might argue that documents like the DDP and the U.S. Constitution are sacraments to the
dominant cultural practices and philosophic outlook that defined the generation that created such
artifacts. Therefore, because the documents are sacraments, they are meant to denote and pass
along their cultural zeitgeist. This argument says, in essence, that the making of the U.S.
Constitution was an American ritual that transmitted to its progeny and birthright the cultural
regimentation and understanding of its forebears. (Notice the religiosity).
(a)
Notice that under this view, one really doesn‟t need a constitution – passing the crown of
the Kings of old or the Ring of Barahir to a bearer would also do the trick. Just as a chieftain might
pass along his war dress or a mantle of some kind, so too could the passing of a cultural order
occur through a similar kind of sacrament.
(b)

(This would be sort of similar, I think, to asking a Catholic what communion meant).

71.
But how does the receiving brain accurately come to know the zeitgeist? It seems that the
only way is to try to recreate the original psychology. You would have to study the culture, the
ways, the beliefs, etc. You would adopt the clothing and symbolism. You would attempt to “live”
the ideas. You would have to become a “student of the age,” so to speak. This is probably similar
to what some actors do to “become” the characters they play. (Compare: Colonial Williamsburg).
Presumably, when you have had enough inculcation, you would then receive your sacrament (the
ritual of the token) to demonstrate that you are now in accordance with the birthright.
(a)
Note that what the brain does to receive its inculcation in this respect is not to read the
codex of language. One doesn‟t pass to another a set of sentences and say “read these.” It requires
much more: instruction, dress, imagination – even theater to some extent. (I want to say that it
requires “play”).
(b)
But what is the format of the instruction? It seems that aside from showing – e.g., the father
showing the son his ways – it would also be the reading of narratives (stories). Compare: the Amish
– how are they instructed? Surely they read long narratives, are shown by example and even go to
some sort of schooling.
(c)
Note the similarity here to religion. One of the central ways that religion gives its “law” is
through narratives and parables and also by “the showing.” It would be as if the proper way to
memorialize the DDP or the U.S. Constitution under this view would be to give narrative accounts
of what forebears did and believed, not to cite or quote a sentence. Consider this:
“One day they assembled in the field to celebrate their music and their new way. Therein they
forswore against worldly goods and shared with one another their belongings and joy. Whilst in the
68

To those who think this is too metaphysical, there are those who quite regularly talk of, e.g., “an American mind”
or a “European mind” or “the Arab street” or what New Yorkers think. If one were to take a public at any given slice
of time and sum the attitudes that they had about things, one might arrive at a kind of “mega psychology” by simply
focusing on those most common things found.
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said communion they also promised to pass their Word and their Ways onto their progeny in like
kind. And on the day that they so affixed and bound their kin they did also set for the
proclamation, „materialism shall not corrupt the soul,‟ to which all in near and far pledged their
surrender.”

Law Can‟t Entail Cultural Protocol
72.
Why wouldn‟t one learn about the U.S. Constitution in this fashion if one believed that the
framers set about to replicate upon all humanity (in America) their cultural wisdom, ways, practices
and world views? Isn‟t this precisely what religion is all about: the discovery and capture of an
autonomous psychology and a way of living that is prescribed as culturally superior (yet stagnant)?
(a)
Notice that the answer of why the framers would not set forth their culture in such a way –
and why, as well, we would not learn of it that way (other than for historic or artistic purposes) – is
very clear. It is because their cultural understanding of how to properly behave was neither foreign
to their world nor in need of being delineated (and transmuted) as a religious experience. Rather,
the only point of the U.S. Constitution was to delineate rules that others within a shared culture
must live by. That is, both the framers point – and the point of law itself -- is to regiment culture,
not to sanctify it.
(b)
And because of this, the Constitution sets forth not narratives that describe the correct way
to live (what to eat, how to punish, how to treat others), but rather a set of “laws” that that come in
the form of sentences and clauses. And because in a shared culture how one chooses to follow will
be similar, the following and the culture appear to be the same thing. You don‟t notice the one for
the other.
(c)
But once the culture changes – once, e.g., industrialization takes place – the following
begins to look different. But if it is, nonetheless, a “following” – if the behavior is codex obedient -it matters not the slightest that it looks different. (At least not so long as law is not religion).

Law‟s Relationship to Protocol
73.
Notice that one does not even need the Free Spirit Clause for the 60s generation to
regulate (and celebrate) themselves. Let‟s say someone shouted from the microphone at the stage
at Woodstock (where the DDP was drafted): “long live our principles and ideas; pass them on to
your kids.” And let‟s say it is televised and people all over say “yes let‟s do that.” What would be
the difference in what they tell the kids how to live? It seems that there would be no difference in
how the 60s generation lived or how Generation-X lived with respect to “materialism and the
spirit.”
(a)
Let‟s imagine that the DDP had only said, “Teach your children well.” If this were the
statement enshrined into law, one would imagine that neither the protocol of the 60s generation or
of Generation-X would have changed with respect to American luxury and consumer culture, and
with respect to attitudes about competition, selfishness and so forth. It would have been precisely
the same. And in all cases each would have been obedient to both language and “law.”69

69

Notice that I am not saying here that law is irrelevant. Had the DDP enacted a provision that said “Never buy gold
or diamonds or luxury cars,” there would have been serious consternation on the part of those within Generation-X
who received the DDP from their parents with approval, and who did not want to contradict themselves when they
said they were following it. Hence, there would have been serious moral issue because language had required a
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74.
If the cultural protocol would not have changed either with the command “Teach your
children well,” with the command “Materialism shall not corrupt the spirit,” or with no command
at all (an oral tradition) -- why state the fundamental law? That is, why have a ritual that enshrines a
sentence into a constitution if the protocol will not change? (Note: Christianity was an oral
tradition for some time).
(a)
One answer is that constitutional sentences can be efficacious across culture and time to the
extent that its nomenclature (codex) allows.70 No one is saying that language cannot be followed.
What is being said is that “following” is governed by the anthropology of the language game rather
than the protocol selected by the first generation. If generations want their protocol to govern
forever (theoretically), they need to enact it.
(b)
Also, no one is saying that past protocol is irrelevant to future protocol -- indeed, one
would assume they share an important relation. Therefore, when subsequent generations select
their protocol, they have “a guide,” so to speak.
75.
Finally, note that if Generation-X had only been told in the DDP “teach your children
well,” that it may not have addressed the balancing of materialism and spirit at all. That would
mean that future generations would not have even addressed the elder generation‟s fundamental
problems and choices.
(a)
It would be like saying to a teenager who was about to leave home to enter the real world,
“Do your best,” versus adding, “Make sure you have good nutrition.” The adding of the more
specific things requires the teenager to address the nutrition issue. And if that means the teenager
selects the Atkins protocol over what the parents favor (e.g., zone diet), that is perfectly acceptable.
What is not acceptable, however, is for the teenager not to confront the nutrition issue – which is
what the command requires.
76.
All that constitutions really say is for subsequent generations to select their favorite protocol
items. “Pick out a „cruel-punishment‟ product.” “Pick out a „reasonable search‟ product.” “Go
select an „establishment‟ protocol.” “Make sure you get an „equal protection‟ product.”
(a)
It would be the same as if one sent a child to college and said, “Dress well,” “Do your
best,” “Get good grades,” “Pick a good major,” and “Buy your textbooks.” Although one could
imagine scenarios where these commands are violated, one can equally imagine all sorts of
different protocol that would comply.

Original Meaning is a Fallacy
77.
I want to say that there is no “original meaning” of the law as neo-originalists often say.
Rather, there is only the “first set of protocol” (the first attempt to calibrate behavior to the law).
There is no original meaning; there is only the calibration of behavior to and within a codex (a
language frame).
genuine adherence. Either there would be guilt with the breaking of the rule, a movement to re-write it (wasn’t there
a Woodstock in the 90s?), or perhaps rejection of the DDP altogether (thereby alleviating the contradiction). So
there would either be adherence, modification or conversion (leaving the faith).
70
The history of the American Constitution’s Commerce Clause is testament both to the havoc that words cause
subsequent generations as well as to the sins that occur when generations decide to “cheat.” What I want to say here
is that something like: words don’t break very easily; they require a major political and cultural happenstance. And
even when that happens, the matter doesn’t really go away. Segments of the culture feel abandoned; others feel like
they have sinned. Of course, perhaps this is only for cultures with American constitutionalism, which regards the
sentences of the Constitution to be sort of like a “super-statute” in the legal system.
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(a)
If there was truly an “original meaning” to language, there would have to be an authority to
educate and demonstrate what the language meant. (People would regard it as a foreign language
problem).
78.
There is nothing that makes the first protocol selection any more “original” than prior or
subsequent protocol selections. There is nothing that makes the enshrining generation‟s protocol
more “original” to language or “law” than prior or subsequent ones that are obedient to the
language codex.
79.
If an enshrining generation‟s protocol was truly original – in that it was an entirely new form
of behavior or something – it would itself engender a new vocabulary. Isn‟t that, in fact, the way
that dance-names come about? Example: here is the “twist” (wiggle with your body like this).
(a)
But so long as the words are not behavioral names or protocol jargon, the first selection of
protocol to carry forth language meaning would by definition be only an instance of something
already understood by the language community – it would be only an example.
(b)
The enshrining protocol is therefore only illustrative. It says, “Here‟s how I do it.” “This is
what I say is cruel.” Now, it is your turn to apply the cruelty codex. (Imagine two kids playing a
game. One shows how to play, makes the first move, and then passes the turn on to the next. It is
now the other player‟s turn).
(c)
It is true that many people will follow the way they are shown to do something – there is
nothing wrong with that. But if another way to comply with the rule comes along, and it works
better for someone – by all means, they can do it that way.
(d)
Let‟s imagine two janitors. The rule is “mop the floor.” Note how curious it would be if
one were to say at work, “Ted was the first ever to do this job, and this is the way he mopped. We
must always follow Ted‟s way of mopping and never deviate.” Why would one ever think that “the
law” is how Ted mops rather than “Mop the floor?” (This is the most curious form of confusion I
have seen in a long while).
80.
Note this peculiar claim: “the First Congress knew best what the Constitution really meant.”
But what did the people really know (spell it out)? They could only have known the codex of
language, because “law” is not the secret conscious of the cultural idols (a religious idea).
(a)
The only expertise that the First Congress could have had would be similar to what, e.g.,
Tennessee Titans Coach Jeff Fischer knows about NFL rules for being on the rules committee. In
short, what he would know is not only the rule book, but the protocol choices. Surely this gives
him an advantage as a “lawyer” (tactician), so to speak. But it does not give subsequent generations
anything but history or trivia.
(b)
What the First Congress really knew is a lot like what someone knows when they commit
“insider trading” on the New York Stock Exchange. One might say the First Congress is only the
Martha Stewart of the law. This doesn‟t mean the Congress knows more about law‟s meaning, it
only means that it knows about how to capitalize upon its protocol options at a discreet point in
history.
81.
The proper way to interpret a constitution. (1) Determine the codex. (This also includes
transforming any colloquial or poetic expressions into their proper equivalent). (2) select the best
protocol that conforms to the codex. (Hint: consult Dworkin). (3) Do not treat the enshrining
protocol as anything but illustrative.
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82.
One who says that there is an “original meaning of the American Constitution” can only
mean that there is a true codex, and that we are using a false one, either because of polysemy or
because we have simply relegated a sentence to the “gutter,” as it were.71 One cannot mean,
however, that we are not following an original protocol, unless one means that the words are
protocol-words -- which, of course, they are not. If one means original protocol, therefore, one
commits nonsense.
83.
The major confusions of neo-originalists boil down to this: (a) they cannot distinguish
polysemy from a Wittgensteinian family-resemblance; and (b) they think that the language as a
system is a picture or a logic, rather than an anthropology. In short, what is wrong with neooriginalists is that they do not understand Wittgenstein (or, I imagine, linguistics).
84.
There is no original meaning; there is only “the meaning” (period), which is nothing but a
codex that calls for a protocol election. As to what protocol one should select, I leave that to
Master Dworkin.

71

Some would rightly say we have done so with the Commerce Clause. Rightly in the sense that we no longer
follow the Constitution’s language (if we are being honest about it). But whether it is right or wrong to have
abandoned the Commerce Clause is a topic for another manuscript. I make no claims about that here.
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